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Geodesics and horizontal-path spaces in Carnot groups

ANDREI A AGRACHEV

ALESSANDRO GENTILE

ANTONIO LERARIO

We study properties of the space of horizontal paths joining the origin with a vertical
point on a generic two-step Carnot group. The energy is a Morse-Bott functional on
paths and its critical points (sub-Riemannian geodesics) appear in families (compact
critical manifolds) with controlled topology. We study the asymptotic of the number
of critical manifolds as the energy grows. The topology of the horizontal-path space
is also investigated, and we find asymptotic results for the total Betti number of
the sublevels of the energy as it goes to infinity. We interpret these results as local
invariants of the sub-Riemannian structure.

53C17; 37J60, 58E05

1 Introduction

How many geodesics are there between two fixed points on a Riemannian manifold?

The classical way to answer this question, due to M Morse, is to consider the space �
of all curves (defined on the same interval) joining the two points, together with the
function J W �!R that associates to each curve  the energy 1

2

R
I k Pk

2 . Geodesics
joining the two points are thus regarded as critical points of the energy function, and
the celebrated Morse inequalities state that, in the generic case, the number of such
geodesics with energy bounded by s is at least the number of “holes” of the topological
space fJ � sg.

In this Riemannian framework, if the two points p0 and p are close enough and we
only allow curves with energy bounded by a small constant c > 0, there is only one
geodesic joining them and the space of curves connecting p0 with p with energy
bounded by c is contractible (bounding the energy ensures that the curves we consider
are contained in a small neighborhood of p0 ).

In fact Morse inequalities can be used both ways: geometers study the topology of
fJ � sg to get information on geodesics; topologists use properties of geodesics in
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order to understand the path space �. This subject has been widely investigated; see
for instance the classical works of Milnor [14] and Bott [6; 7].

On a sub-Riemannian manifold M the situation gets more complicated. Being the
velocities of curves constrained to the subbundle �� TM , the horizontal-path space
is no longer the same as above and new phenomena can occur.

Typically, the space of horizontal curves with energy less than s joining p0 and p has
finite-dimensional homology but its homological dimension and total Betti number
may grow to infinity as p! p0 . We are interested in the asymptotic behavior of these
quantities and related properties of the space of sub-Riemannian geodesics joining p0

and p .

In this paper, we focus on the case of a two-step Carnot group where the situation
is well controlled. A one-step Carnot group is just a Euclidean space. The general
k–step Carnot group G is a simply connected k–step nilpotent Lie group equipped
with a “dilation”. Such a dilation is a one-parametric group of automorphisms that
generalizes homotheties of the Euclidean space. A typical example is the group of n�n

lower-triangular matrices with units on the main diagonal, zeros over the diagonal and
dilation ıt W faij g

n
i;jD1

7! ft i�j aij g
n
i;jD1

; t > 0 (Example 1 below is the case nD 3).

First-order elements with respect to the dilation form a vector subspace of the Lie
algebra of the group and thus define a left-invariant vector distribution �� T G . It is
assumed that the first-order elements generate the whole Lie algebra (see Pansu [16]
and the first author, Boscain and Barilari [2] for details and for the explanation of the
role of Carnot groups in sub-Riemannian geometry).

There are no one- or two-dimensional nonabelian Carnot groups. The only three-
dimensional nonabelian Carnot group is the Heisenberg group; we discuss its geometry
as it will be an enlightening, leading example for the rest of the paper.

Example 1 The Heisenberg group G is the smooth manifold R3 with the usual
coordinates .x;y; z/ and the distribution

(1) �D span
n
@

@x
�

y

2

@

@z
;
@

@y
C

x

2

@

@z

o
:

This means that one is allowed to move only along curves  W I D Œ0; 2��!G whose
velocity pointwise belongs to � (these curves are called horizontal and they are all
defined on the same interval; we pick this interval to be Œ0; 2�� because it will simplify
notation later). In fact, for a technical reason, one considers curves whose derivative
is defined almost everywhere and is square integrable, ending up with absolutely
continuous curves. The sub-Riemannian structure is given by declaring the above
vector fields form an orthonormal basis.
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We assume one of the two points is the origin e D .0; 0; 0/ and call the other p ; thus
we consider

�p D fhorizontal curves starting at e and ending at pg:

Recall that �p D spanfX.p/;Y .p/g, where X;Y are the two vector fields given in
(1); in particular for every horizontal curve  we can write P D uxX CuyY , where
ux;uy 2 L2.I/. This correspondence is one-to-one: because of Cauchy’s theorem,
given u2L2.I;R2/ there is only one solution u to the system P Du;  .0/D e . Thus
we can identify the space of all horizontal curves starting at e with L2.I;R2/ and �p

coincides with the set of curves such that u is defined for t D 2� and u.2�/D p

(thus u represents the “coordinates” of u and it is usually called its control).

z
p

Figure 1: Geodesics in the Heisenberg group

The energy of an horizontal curve is by definition

J.u/D
1

2

Z 2�

0

k Pu.t/k
2 dt D

1

2
kuk2:

Critical points of this function restricted to the various �p (ie geodesics between e

and p ) are curves whose projection on the .x;y/–plane is an arc of a circle (possibly
with infinite radius, ie an interval on a straight line); the signed area swept out on the
circle by this projection equals the z–coordinate of the final point.

We see that if p belongs to the .x;y/–plane there is only one geodesic joining it
with the origin (this is precisely the segment through e and p ), as if we were on a
Riemannian manifold; if p has both nonzero components in the .x;y/–plane and the
z–axis, the number of geodesics is finite; finally, if p belongs to the z–axis there
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are infinitely many such geodesics (given one we obtain infinitely many others by
composing it with a rotation in R3 along the axis).

The behavior of geodesics ending at a point .0; 0; z/ (slightly abusing notation we call
this point z ) is really new compared to the classical Riemannian situation and is worth
discussing in more detail.

Given a natural number n 2N0 let us pick a circle in the .x;y/–plane of area jzj=n

passing through the origin. Starting at e and moving clockwise around the circle n

times, we obtain the projection of a geodesic ending at z and whose energy is 2�njzj.
Rotating this curve along the z–axis of an angle � 2 SO.2/' S1 gives another such
geodesic (thus we have an S1 of geodesics with the same energy and endpoints).
Hence geodesics ending at z (ie critical points of J on �z ) arrange into infinitely
many families, indexed by the values of their energy f2�njzjgn2N , each family being
homeomorphic to an S1 in �z .

It is not possible, therefore, to study the topology of �z by using f D J j�z
as a

Morse function, simply because its critical points are not isolated. Despite this, as we
have noted these critical points appear in nice families and in fact these families are
nondegenerate in a sense that will be specified later, allowing to use the Morse theory
machinery (this generalization is usually called Morse–Bott theory).

In turns out that �z is homotopy equivalent to an infinite-dimensional sphere

�z � S1

and is contractible. What kind of information can a Morse theoretical study of �z

then give? As a starting point, the investigation of critical points of f D J j�z
gives

information about the structure of geodesics, but we will see there is also more.

Let us find all the critical manifolds of f with energy bounded by s . A circle through
the origin of area jzj=n is the projection of a geodesic between e and z with energy
bounded by s if and only if n � s=.2�jzj/. Rotating each such geodesic we get a
whole critical manifold homeomorphic to S1 . In particular,

(2) fgeodesics between e and z with J � sg D S1
[ � � � [S1„ ƒ‚ …�
s

2�jzj

˘
copies

:

In this context the “amount” of geodesics can still be used as a measure of the topology
of �z \fJ � sg, in a form that generalizes Morse inequalities. Specifically, whenever
the critical points of f arrange into smooth manifolds (with some nondegeneracy
conditions), then the sum of the Betti numbers (ie the number of “holes”) of ff � sg
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is bounded by the sum of the Betti numbers of all the critical manifolds with f � s .
The inequalities we get are called Morse–Bott inequalities, and in our case they give1

(3) b.�z \fJ � sg/� b.S1
[ � � � [S1/�

s

�jzj
:

Thus, as s!1 there are more and more critical manifolds but, surprisingly enough,
the above inequality is far from being sharp. One can in fact show that �z \fJ � sg

has the homotopy type of a finite-dimensional sphere Sds in �z :

�z \fJ � sg � Sds and b.�z \fJ � sg/D 2:

In fact the dimension ds of this sphere increases linearly in s but the sum of its Betti
numbers is constant: this shows that the Morse–Bott inequalities in (3) overcount the
Betti numbers.

Hence the picture is the same as of a family of finite-dimensional spheres “approaching”
an infinite-dimensional one; the dimension of the spheres increases with s and the
topology eventually vanishes (ie lims!1 bi.�z \ fJ � sg/ D 0 for every i 2 N0 ).
Nonetheless there is something that “persists” at infinity: the sum of all the Betti
numbers of �z \fJ � sg. What is the meaning of this invariant number?

bi.�p \fJ � sg/

s!1

i

Figure 2: The homology of �p \ fJ � sg in the Heisenberg group: the
top-dimensional homology moves to infinity as s grows and eventually “dis-
appears”.

A possible way to answer this question is to consider a local problem near e : Assuming
d.e;p�/D � , how many geodesics are there between e and p� with bounded energy
(say by a constant c )? As we have seen, if p� is not a vertical point, the answer is
finitely many (depending on the upper bound on the energy). On the other hand, what
happens if p� approaches e along the non-Riemannian z–axis? Let us consider the
point

p� D
�
0; 0;

�2

4�

�
such that d.e;p�/D �:

1For the rest of the paper, b.X / will indicate the sum of the Z2 –Betti numbers of X , ie b.X / DP
i rank Hi.X IZ2/ . This sum might a priori be infinite, depending on the topological space X , but in

our case it will always be finite.
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Arguing as in (2), we see that the critical manifolds of J j�p�
with energy bounded

by c are b2c=�2c copies of S1 : as we let p� move closer and closer to e the number
of geodesics keeps increasing. The equations for �p� \fJ � cg are

�p� \fJ � cg D
n
F1.u/D F2.u/D 0; q.u/D

�2

2�
; kuk2 � c

o
;

and the transformation u 7! u=.�
p

2/ gives a homeomorphism between �p�\fJ � cg

and �.0;0;1=.4�// \ fJ � .2c/=�2g. Hence the above discussion applies with z D

.0; 0; 1
4�
/ and s D 2c=�2 , giving

lim
�!0

b.�p� \fJ � cg/D 2:

Thus, this persisting number can be interpreted as a local invariant of the Heisenberg
group “in the direction” of z , as we will make more clear later.

1.1 A limiting procedure

The previous example shows that the sub-Riemannian case can be much richer than the
Riemannian one, even at the level of the topology of the set of curves in �p when p

is close to the initial point and the energy stays bounded. Let us continue along these
lines and ask if we can find, in the general case, some asymptotic behavior when the
distance to the final point becomes smaller and the energy stays bounded. To this end
we need a procedure for taking limits.

The “time-one” picture is the following: We have two points e and p at distance s

on a sub-Riemannian manifold M , and the space �p \fJ � cg of curves reaching a
neighborhood of p . Now, on a neighborhood U of e there is a well-defined family of
nonisotropic “dilations” centered at e (we assume p is close enough to be in U ),

ı�W U ! U; � > 0;

with the property that d.e; ı�.p//D �d.e;p/ (for example, in the Heisenberg group
this family operates as ı�.x;y; z/D .�x; �y; �2z//. We are thus led to consider the
family of spaces

(4) �ı�.p/\fJ � cg; �! 0

exactly as we did in the Heisenberg case. This limiting procedure is reminiscent of
the one used to construct the so called sub-Riemannian tangent space at e : as a vector
space it is simply TeM , but it comes endowed with much more structure that makes it
into a Carnot group.
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Two-step Carnot groups are “tangent spaces” to a generic sub-Riemannian manifold
(the two-step condition needs some assumptions on the corank of � to be generic).

Thus, on one hand our results should be interpreted as an “infinitesimal” version of a
more general local theory (that the authors plan to discuss in a subsequent paper); on
the other hand, Carnot groups are themselves sub-Riemannian manifolds (plenty of
literature has been devoted to them) and we believe this study is of independent interest.

The questions we will be interested in are the following.

(a) What is the structure of geodesics connecting two points e and p (ie critical
points of the energy on �p ) in a two-step Carnot group?

(b) What is the growth rate of the “number” of critical points at infinity? How does
the topology of �p \fJ � sg behave as s!1?

(c) Is there some invariant that can be captured by �ı�.p/\fJ � cg when we pass
to the limit �! 0?

1.2 The horizontal-loop space

To start with we need to make our definition of a two-step Carnot group more precise.
We consider a Lie algebra gD�˚�2 with bases fe1; : : : ; edg for � and ff1; : : : ; flg

for �2 . We assume that the only nonzero brackets are given by

Œei ; ej �D

dX
kD1

ak
ijfk ; ak

ij 2R:

The Carnot group we will consider is the unique connected and simply connected Lie
group G whose Lie algebra is g (it turns out that as a differentiable manifold, G is
simply RdCl ). The sub-Riemannian structure is obtained by left translating �� TeG

and declaring the vector fields obtained by left translation of the ei ; i D 1; : : : ; d , to be
orthonormal.

The constants fak
ij g come from skew symmetric matrices Ak D .a

k
ij / 2 so.d/, k D

1; : : : ; l , and these matrices span an l –dimensional vector space

W D spanfA1; : : : ;Alg � so.d/:

Two different choices of bases for W will produce isomorphic Carnot groups; for this
reason we will call W � so.d/ the Carnot group structure.

Horizontal curves will be absolutely continuous curves, whose velocities (almost
everywhere defined) are in �. As we did for the Heisenberg group, �p will denote
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the set of horizontal curves joining the origin e with p and there will be a natural
inclusion

�p ,!L2.I;Rd /:

In this way the energy of a curve u with velocity u will simply be J.u/D
1
2
kuk2 .

With this notation we have the homeomorphism

(5) �ı�.p/\fJ � cg D ı�.�p \fJ � c=�2
g/:

For the generic point p not in exp.�2/�G (the second layer) we were able to prove
under the condition d > l that the number of geodesics is finite, from which it follows
that the topology of �p \ fJ � sg stabilizes for s ! 1 and the space becomes
contractible in a “finite time”. We believe that this holds also without the condition
d > l ; in any case what is clear is that the remarkable properties of the asymptotic of
the homology are due to the second layer part of the point.

Proposition If p is not a vertical point and d > l , the cohomology of �p \fJ � sg

stabilizes for s big enough.

In particular, using the above rescaling procedure, the homology of �ı�.p/\fJ � cg

also stabilizes for � small enough if p is not vertical and d > l .

From now on we will focus on final points in exp.�2/; we will call such points vertical:
they are analogous to the points in the z–axis of the Heisenberg group. By a slight
abuse of notation, we can identify �2 with its image under the exponential map in
RdCl , and write the condition of being vertical simply as p 2�2 .

All the above questions can be addressed by studying the Morse–Bott theory of J j�p
,

by taking appropriate rescalings. In fact, assuming p is vertical, we have ı�.p/ D
�2p and the homogeneity of the endpoint map on the vertical directions gives the
homeomorphism (5). In particular the limit (4) can be studied by simply fixing p and
letting the energy grow (at a rate ��2 ).

Theorem (The topology of �p ) The topological space �p is homotopy equivalent
to �e and is therefore contractible. For generic p 2�2 , it is a Hilbert manifold.

In particular, analysis can be performed over �p and critical points of J j�p
(which

is a smooth function) can be found using the Lagrange multiplier rule. As for the
Heisenberg case, we can write down explicit equations: here the crucial point is that
the end-point map sends a curve to �2 if and only if its control has zero mean (ie
0D

R
I u2Rd ) and the restriction of this map to the space of such controls is quadratic.
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1.3 The structure of geodesics

A careful investigation of the critical points of f shows that they appear in families,
ie they arrange into critical manifolds. These manifolds are tori S1 � � � � � S1 and
are indexed by their Lagrange multipliers. The whole structure can be recovered by
W � so.d/ only, as follows.

Consider the infinite union of algebraic sets

ƒD
[

n2N

ƒn; ƒn D fA 2W j det.A� i n1/D 0g:

Each set ƒn is an hypersurface in W : generically it is smooth, but there can be
points where iA has multiple integer eigenvalues and the corresponding hypersurface is
singular. In fact all these hypersurfaces (except ƒ0 ) can be obtained by dilations of ƒ1

(ie ƒn D nƒ1 ). Hence ƒ looks like an “infinite net” with two kinds of singularities
(they might appear at the same time): one kind comes from the singularities of each ƒn

and the other from the intersections ƒn1
\ � � � \ƒn� for � � l .

As we will see ƒ represents the set of all possible Lagrange multipliers, for all possible
final points, hence to each point of ƒ there corresponds a family of geodesics. Notice
that once the basis fA1; : : : ;Alg of W and coordinates are fixed the correspondence

! D .!1; : : : ; !l/ 7! !AD !1A1C � � �C!lAl

defines a linear isomorphism .�2/� 'W .

The next theorem gives a detailed answer to question (a) above on the structure of
geodesics.

Theorem (The structure of geodesics) Let u be the control associated to a geodesic
from e to a point in �2 with Lagrange multiplier ! . Then we have the following.

(a) u.t/D e�t!Au0 with u0 D e�2�!Au0 .

(b) The final point q.u/D .q1.u/; : : : ; ql.u// 2�
2 of such geodesic is given by

qi.u/D hu0;Li.!/u0i; Li.!/D
1

2

Z 2�

0

�Z t

0

e�!A d�

�
Aie
�t!A dt:

(c) The energy of such geodesic is given by J.u/D !.F.u//.

In addition, for the generic choice of W � so.d/ and of p 2�2 , we have the following.

(d) The set ƒ.p/�ƒ of Lagrange multipliers for geodesics whose final point is p

is a discrete set.
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(e) If ! 2ƒ.p/ then the integer eigenvalues of the matrix i!A are simple and there
exist n1; : : : ; n� 2N0 such that ! belongs to ƒn1

\� � �\ƒn� (the number � � l

will be called the number of resonances of ! ).

(f) If ! has � resonances, the union of all the geodesics from e to p with Lagrange
multiplier ! is a smooth manifold C! homeomorphic to

C! ' S1
� � � � �S1„ ƒ‚ …
� times

:

Before proceeding any further, it is interesting to discuss one more example.

Example 2 (Corank-two distributions) Let us consider the case of RdC2 with Carnot
group structure W D spanfA1;A2g � so.d/ having the above genericity property.

Let us consider the curve ƒ1 �W first: Since the set of matrices with double eigen-
values has codimension three in so.d/, ƒ1 is a smooth curve (with possibly many
components). In this case the set f! 2 ƒ1 j !.p/ � 0, p 2 .T!ƒ1/

?g consists of
Lagrange multipliers whose critical manifold C! is homeomorphic to S1 ; all the
other Lagrange multipliers whose associated critical manifold is a circle are obtained
multiplying these covectors by a positive natural number:

f! 2ƒ.p/ j C! ' S1
g D

[
n2N0

f! 2ƒn j !.p/� 0;p 2 .T!ƒ1/
?
g:

b

b

b

b

b

p

Figure 3: The set
S

n2N0

f! 2ƒn j !.p/� 0;p 2 .T!ƒ1/
?g

Let us now consider two natural numbers n1; n2 such that ƒn1
\ƒn2

¤ 0 and let !
be a point in this intersection such that !.p/� 0. Let E.!/D fv 2Rd j e2�!AvD vg

and consider the quadratic forms qi j! W E.!/!R defined by

qi j! W v 7! hv;Li.!/vi; i D 1; 2:
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Let qj! W E.!/!R2 be the quadratic map whose components are the above qi j! . The
set of Lagrange multipliers whose associated critical manifold is S1 �S1 coincides
with

f! 2ƒ.p/ j C! D S1
�S1
g D

[
n1;n22N0

f! 2ƒn1
\ƒn2

j p 2 im.qj!/g:

b

bb
b

b

b
b

p

Figure 4: The set
S

n1;n22N0

f! 2ƒn1
\ƒn2

j p 2 im.qj!/g

1.4 Critical manifolds

Let us move now to question (b) above, on the growth rate of the number of critical
manifolds of J j�p

as the energy goes to infinity. As we have seen for the Heisenberg
group in (2), once p is fixed the number of critical manifolds with energy bounded
by s increases linearly in s :

Cardfcritical manifolds of J j�p
such that J � sg DO.s/ (Heisenberg):

The previous example shows that in the corank-two case the critical manifolds of J j�p

can be indexed by points on an infinite two-dimensional net and, naïvely, it is reasonable
to guess that they increase quadratically in s . Indeed it is a general fact that this number
increases at most as a polynomial of degree l D corank.�/ in s (see Figure 5).

Theorem (The growth rate of the number of critical manifolds) For a generic choice
of W � so.d/ and of p 2�2 we have

(6) Cardfcritical manifolds of J j�p
such that J � sg DO.sl/; l D dim.�2/:

Using the inequality in (6) and the fact that the topology of the critical manifold is
uniformly bounded by a constant depending on d and l only, one is tempted to answer
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the second part of question (b), concerning the topology of �p \ fJ � sg, using
Morse–Bott inequalities. What we get with this strategy is, for a corank-l distribution,

(7) b.�p \fJ � sg/DO.sl/:

Surprisingly enough, this estimate can be improved up to an O.sl�1/ (as we already
noticed, in the corank-one case b.�p\fJ � sg/ is indeed constant). Before discussing
the general case, let us continue the corank-two example.

1.5 A topological coarea formula

In the corank-two case not only can we show that b.�p \fJ � sg/ grows as �.p/sC
o.s/, but we can also analytically compute the leading coefficient �.p/.

To explain the result, consider a unit circle S1 �W ' .�2/� . As the parameter �
varies on S1 let us consider the positive eigenvalues ˛1.�/; : : : ; j̨ .�/ of the matrix
i cos.�/A1C i sin.�/A2 . The genericity assumption ensures that these numbers can be
taken as the value of semialgebraic functions j̨ W S

1!R. Given p 2� we consider
the rational functions �j W S

1!R[f1g given by

�j W � 7!

ˇ̌̌̌
j̨ .�/

p1 cos.�/Cp2 sin.�/

ˇ̌̌̌
for j D 1; : : : ; d:

Notice that when ! approaches p? these functions might explode since they are
rational in � ; on the other hand they are semialgebraic and differentiable almost
everywhere and it makes sense to consider the integral

�.p/
:
D

1

2

Z
S1

dX
jD1

ˇ̌̌@�j

@�
.�/
ˇ̌̌
�

ˇ̌̌̌ dX
jD1

@�j

@�
.�/

ˇ̌̌̌
d�:

The convergence of the integral follows from the fact that where the derivatives explode,
they all have the same sign and the integrand vanishes.

Theorem (Topological coarea formula) If the corank l D 2, then for a generic choice
of W � so.d/ and p 2�2 we have

(8) b.�p \fJ � sg/D �.p/sC o.s/:

The name “topological coarea” is reminiscent of integral geometry: in fact the coeffi-
cient �.p/ is computed by considering the sum of the Betti numbers b D

P
i bi as an

integral over the index set, regarding i as the “variable” of integration; rearranging this
sum in an appropriate way in the limit gives exactly the coarea formula for functions of
one variable. In fact, looking at the inequalities defining �p\fJ � sg, one immediately
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sees that they are quadratic. There is a general theory (see Appendix C or the first
and third authors [3] for more details) for studying the topology of sets defined by
quadratic inequalities: The idea is to consider quadratic forms obtained by taking
linear combinations of the equations defining the set, ie considering quadratic forms
depending on some (homogeneous) parameters (there are as many parameters as the
number of inequalities minus one). The main ingredient is the function on this parameter
space that counts the number of positive eigenvalues (the positive inertia index) of
the corresponding quadratic form. Roughly, the theory says that for each “change” in
the monotonicity of this function, there corresponds a “hole” in the set. Thus one can
count, for each level of the positive inertia index, how many homology classes are at
that level, and this gives another rearrangement of the above sum.

b

b

b
b b

b

b
b

b
b

b

b

b

b

bb

b

b

!.p/D s

s!1

p

Figure 5: (Corank two) The number of critical manifolds with energy less
than s can grow quadratically in s (this number is proportional to the volume
of the shaded region; dots are Lagrange multipliers).

1.6 The growth rate of the topology

In the general case the upper bound we get for the growth rate of the total Betti number
of �p \fJ � sg is the following (see Figure 6).

Theorem (Bound on the growth rate of the topology) For a generic choice of W �

so.d/ and of p 2�2 we have

b.�p \fJ � sg/DO.sl�1/; l D dim.�2/:
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Here the idea is to use the function �J j�p
, which is again Morse–Bott, whose critical

manifolds are the same of J j�p
but with infinite index. Thus passing one of these

critical manifolds amounts to attaching an infinite-dimensional cell (ie the homotopy
of the sublevel set does not change). Thus one can start with �p \fJ � sg and “push”
its topology to its boundary �p \ fJ D sg via rJ j�p

. This observation will have
important consequences for our study, including the above result.

If we look back again at the Heisenberg example, we see that bi.�p \ fJ � sg/ is
zero for i >O.s/, simply because �p \fJ � sg has the homotopy type of a sphere
whose dimension grows linearly in s . It is in fact a general phenomenon that the
maximum nonzero Betti number increases at most linearly in s (with no restrictions
on the corank).

Theorem (The vanishing rate of Betti numbers) For the generic choice of W � so.d/

and of p 2�2 we have

maxfi j bi.�p \fJ � sg/¤ 0g DO.s/:

1.7 Final remarks

At this point the study of question (b) above is complete and one can address question
(c). What we know so far is that the whole �p is contractible and we have rather
precise asymptotics on the behavior of the number of geodesics in �p \fJ � sg and
its total Betti number as s!1. What we have to do is simply to translate the results
using the homeomorphism (5):

�ı�.p/\fJ � cg '�p \fJ � sg as s D c=�2
!1:

For example one might ask whether the estimate for the number of critical points and
the topology of �ı�.p/\fJ � cg can be actually attained. In the case l D 2 we have
seen that the leading coefficient �.p/ of b.�ı�.p// can be analytically computed and
in fact for the generic Carnot group structure and p 2 �2 it is not difficult to show
that �.p/¤ 0. In particular as we let �! 0, the topology of �ı�.p/ explodes; as a
corollary the number of geodesics grows unbounded as well (this is an example of a
backward use of Morse–Bott inequalities).

For the general corank l we do not know whether the limit

�.p/D lim sup
�!0

b.�ı�.p/\fJ � 1g/�2l�2
D lim sup

�!0

b.�p \fJ � 1=�g/�l�1

is different from zero, but it is natural to guess so (we only know it is finite).
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bi.�p \fJ � sg/

s!1

i

Figure 6: The Betti numbers of �p\fJ � sg: as s goes to infinity the “wave”
moves to the right and the sum of all the Betti numbers (the area below the
wave) can increase as fast as O.sl�1/ , but eventually everything “disappears”.

As a concluding remark, we believe these asymptotic Morse inequalities can be useful
for generalizations and, in particular, for the next paper that we plan to devote to the
general two-step sub-Riemannian structure. Of course, in general, we cannot guarantee
that the functional is Morse–Bott. The quantity to estimate could be a “virtual number of
geodesics”: the minimal number of critical points for a Morsification of the functional.

1.8 Structure of the paper

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss some preliminary material
and give the main definitions. In Section 3 we study the structure of geodesics: the
theorem on the smoothness and the topology of �p is Theorem 9 and the theorem on
the structure of geodesics is a combination of Lemmas 10, 11 and 12 and Theorem 13.
The growth of the number of critical manifolds is computed in Theorem 21; the bound
on the growth rate of the topology of �p \fJ � sg is proved in Theorem 26 and the
exact asymptotic for the case l D 2 is the content of Theorem 27; the theorem on the
vanishing rate of the Betti numbers is Corollary 25. The appendices contain, for the
reader’s convenience, some useful results we will use in the main body.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Two-step Carnot groups and their geometry

Here we briefly recall the main definitions related to Carnot groups; the reader is
referred to [2], Onishchick and Vinberg [15] and Semmes [17] for more details.

As a differentiable manifold a two-step Carnot group is a connected, simply connected
Lie group G whose Lie algebra gD TeG decomposes as

gD�˚�2; with Œ�;��D�2; Œ�;�2�D 0 and Œ�2; �2�D 0I
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as vector spaces here we have �ŠRd and �2 ŠRl .

Whenever a Lie algebra g as above is given, the existence (and uniqueness) of such
a group G is guaranteed by Lie’s theorem. We recall that in fact under the above
assumption on the structure of g, the exponential map expW g ! G is an analytic
diffeomorphism, hence in particular G 'RdCl .

The geometric structure on G is given by fixing a scalar product h on � and considering
the distribution �q D dLq� together with the extension of h by left translation; in
this way the triple .G; �; h/ defines a sub-Riemannian manifold. Notice that the
distribution � is by assumption bracket generating, hence it satisfies Hörmander’s
condition, in particular meaning that G is horizontal-path-connected (see below).

Two such Carnot groups .G1; �1; h1/ and .G2; �2; h2/ are considered to be isomor-
phic if there exists a Lie algebra isomorphism LW g1 ! g2 such that L�1 D �2

and Lj�
�1

h2 D h1 ; in fact by the simple connectedness assumption the linear map L

integrates to a Lie group isomorphism �W G1!G2 and the global geometric structures
are related by .G1; �1; h1/D .G1; �

�1�2; �
�h2/.

If we fix now an orthonormal basis fe1; : : : ; edg of � and a basis ff1; : : : ; flg of �2 ,
then the bracket structure can be written as

(9) Œei ; ej �D

lX
kD1

ak
ijfk for all i; j 2 f1; : : : ; dg

where each matrix Ak D .a
k
ij / belongs to so.d/. In particular we can consider the

vector space
W D spanfA1; : : : ;Alg � so.d/:

Each vector space W of dimension l in so.d/ defines a sub-Riemannian structure
on G by fixing a basis fA1; : : : ;Alg for W and declaring that the corresponding
matrices define the bracket structure in an orthonormal basis fe1; : : : ; edg for �. The
isomorphism class of the Carnot group does not depend on the choice of the basis
of W : indeed, let fA0

1
; : : : ;A0

l
g be another basis of W and BD .bhk/ the basis-change

matrix, such that A0
h
D
Pl

kD1bhkAk . Now we can build another Carnot group by
defining its Lie algebra g0 with basis fe0

1
; : : : ; e0

d
; f 0

1
; : : : ; f 0

l
g such that fe0

1
; : : : ; e0

d
g

is orthonormal; the structure constants are given by the entries of the matrices A0
h

as
in (9). The map � , defined on the basis elements by e0i 7! ei and f 0

h
7!
Pl

kD1bhkfk ,
gives an isomorphism between g0 and g.

Remark 1 (The moduli space of Carnot groups) Once a sub-Riemannian struc-
ture is given, changing fe1; : : : ; edg to another orthonormal basis fMe1; : : : ;Medg
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(where M is an orthogonal matrix in O.d/) changes W into W 0DM WM T . Thus de-
noting by G.l; so.d// the Grassmannian of l –planes in so.d/, the (naïve) moduli space
of two-step Carnot groups is represented by the quotient Ml;d DG.l; so.d//=O.d/.
Since Ml;d is the quotient of a manifold by a Lie group action, the quotient map is
open and perturbing W defines a “genuine” perturbation of the isomorphism class of
the corresponding Carnot group; in particular this means that a generic choice of W

results in a generic choice of an isomorphism class of Carnot groups.

Motivated by the above remark, once W 2G.l; so.d// is fixed we consider the Carnot
group given by exponentiating gDRd ˚Rl , whose Lie algebra is given as follows:
fe1; : : : ; edg is the standard orthonormal basis for Rd , ff1; : : : ; flg is the standard
basis for Rl and fixing a basis fA1; : : : ;Alg for W , the Lie brackets are given by (9);
we will call W the Carnot group structure.

The following theorem gives a geometric realization of Carnot groups.

Theorem 1 Let fA1; : : : ;Alg be a basis for W � so.d/ and for i D 1; : : : ; d consider
the vector fields Ei on RdCl defined in coordinates .x;y/ by

Ei.x;y/D
@

@xi
.x;y/�

1

2

lX
kD1

dX
jD1

ak
ij xj

@

@yk
.x;y/:

Then the sub-Riemannian manifold .RdCl ; �D spanfE1; : : : ;Elg;g/, where g is the
standard Euclidean metric, is isomorphic to the Carnot group defined by W .

2.2 The end-point map

Horizontal paths on G are defined as absolutely continuous curves  W I D Œ0; 2��!G

whose derivative exists almost everywhere, is square integrable and belongs to the
distribution �. We denote the set of such paths by �. Our choice of the interval
I D Œ0; 2�� is motivated by simplicity of notation: we will later need to expand the
components of an horizontal path into their Fourier series; a different choice of the
interval will produce a completely equivalent theory.

As earlier noticed, the bracket generating condition implies that any two points in G can
be joined by an horizontal path. The set � can be given a Hilbert manifold structure
as follows. Let uD .u1; : : : ;ud / 2L2.I;Rd / and consider the Cauchy problem

P .t/D

dX
iD1

ui.t/Ei. .t//;  .0/D e:
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We may assume this ODE problem is set on RdCl using the above geometric realization
theorem; in this case the identity element e 2G corresponds to the zero of RdCl . By
Caratheodory’s theorem the above Cauchy problem has a local solution u and we
consider the set

U D fu 2L2.I;Rd / j u is defined for t D 2� g:

For general sub-Riemannian manifolds the set U is an open subset of L2.I;Rd / (by
ODEs continuous dependence theorem) and is called the set of controls; in our case the
estimates for the final time can be made uniform and we actually have U DL2.I;Rd /.
Associating to each u the corresponding path u gives thus a local coordinate chart
and by slightly abusing of notation in the sequel we will often identify � with U .

Once we are given the Carnot group structure W D spanfA1; : : : ;Alg, we can use
Theorem 1 to write down the above ODE in a more explicit form:�

Px D u

Pyi D
1
2
xT Aiu

and  .0/D 0:

In this framework the end-point map is the smooth map

F W � �!G;

which associates to each curve  its final point  .2�/.

If A WD .A1; : : : ;Al/, we can again use Theorem 1 and write the end-point map as

(10) F.u/D

�Z 2�

0

u.t/ dt;
1

2

Z 2�

0

�Z t

0

u.�/ d�;Au.t/

�
dt

�
I

(here the brackets denote the sub-Riemannian scalar product on the Lie algebra g).

In the sequel we will mainly be interested in horizontal paths whose endpoints lie
on �2 (see Proposition 7 below). G being of step two, we know that �2 is an abelian
subalgebra of g; therefore we can identify �2 with the submanifold exp.�2/�G and
using Theorem 1 we can write this identification as

�1f1C � � �C �lfl 7! .0; : : : ; 0„ ƒ‚ …
x

; �1; : : : ; �l„ ƒ‚ …
y

/;

(here as above ff1; : : : ; flg is a basis of �2 ).

We study now the structure of the set of horizontal paths whose endpoints are on �2 .
It turns out that in the local coordinates given by the controls U it coincides with the
kernel of the differential of F at 0 2 U ,

H D ker D0F;

as described by the following proposition.
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Proposition 2 The following properties hold:

(a) H D
˚
u 2L2.I;Rd / j

R
I u dt D 0

	
.

(b) u 2H , F.u/ 2 exp.�2/.

(c) F jH D He0F .

Proof For point (a) we compute the differential D0F : by taking a variation "v of the
constant curve  � 0 we easily see that

D0Fv D
d

d"

ˇ̌̌
"D0

�
"

Z 2�

0

v.t/ dt;
1

2
"2

Z 2�

0

�Z t

0

v.�/ d�;Av.t/

�
dt

�
D

�Z 2�

0

v.t/ dt; 0

�
2 g:

which proves property (a).

Point (b) is a direct consequence of (10). For point (c) we notice that the Hessian He0F

is defined on H D ker D0F with values in coker D0F D�2 , thus has the same range
as F jH . As in the proof of (a) if we consider the second derivative of a variation and
we easily obtain He0F has the same expression of F when restricted to H .

We denote by q the Hessian of F at zero, ie the quadratic map

q
:
D F jH W H !Rl :

Every component qi of q is a quadratic form on H and its explicit expression is
given by

(11) qi.u/D
1

2

Z 2�

0

�Z t

0

u.�/ d�;Aiu.t/

�
dt:

By polarization we obtain the expression for the associated bilinear form

qi.u; v/D
1

4

�Z 2�

0

�Z t

0

u.�/C v.�/ d�;Ai.u.t/C v.t//

�
dt

�

Z 2�

0

�Z t

0

u.�/ d�;Aiu.t/

�
dt �

Z 2�

0

�Z t

0

v.�/ d�;Aiv.t/

�
dt

�
D

1

4

�Z 2�

0

�Z t

0

u.�/ d�;Aiv.t/

�
dt C

Z 2�

0

�Z t

0

v.�/ d�;Aiu.t/

�
dt

�
D

1

4

�Z 2�

0

�Z t

0

u.�/ d�;Aiv.t/ dt

�
�

Z 2�

0

�
v.t/;Ai

Z t

0

u.�/ d�

�
dt

�
D

1

2

Z 2�

0

�Z t

0

u.�/ d�;Aiv.t/

�
dt;
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where the fourth row follows from integration by parts.

Moreover to every qi it corresponds a symmetric operator Qi W H !H defined by

qi.u/D hu;QiuiH for all u 2H I

recall that we have hu; viH D
R

I hu; vi dt . We will use the notation Q for the map
.Q1; : : : ;Ql/W H ! H ˝Rl . Also, given a covector ! 2 Rl� we will denote by
!q; !Q; !A the compositions of !W Rl !R respectively with q;Q and A.

In the sequel we will need to expand a control u 2H into its Fourier series: we will
write uD

P
k2N0

Uk
1p
�

cos ktCVk
1p
�

sin kt where Uk ;Vk 2�; the constant term
is zero because of part (a) of Proposition 2 (mean zero condition).

Proposition 3 Let Tk be the subspace of H with “wave number” k , namely

Tk D�˝ spanfcos kt; sin ktg:

Then we have the following.

(a) H D
L

k�1 Tk , and the sum is orthogonal with respect to the scalar product.

(b) For every ! 2 Rl� we have !QTk � Tk (ie each subspace Tk is invariant
by !Q).

(c) Consider the orthonormal basis fei ˝
1p
�

cos kt; ei ˝
1p
�

sin ktgd
iD1

for Tk ; in
this basis the matrix associated to !QjTk

is

1

k
.!P /

:
D

1

k

�
0 1

2
!A

�
1
2
!A 0

�
:

Proof Point (a) is just Fourier decomposition theorem; k � 1 expresses the mean zero
condition. For the other two points, let us consider u 2 Tn and v 2H , with Fourier
series respectively u D U 1p

�
cos kt C V 1p

�
cos kt and v D

P
n�1Un

1p
�

cos nt C

Vn
1p
�

sin nt . By a direct computation we have

hu; !QviH

D

Z 2�

0

�Z t

0

U 1p
�

cos k� CV 1p
�

sin k� d�; 1
2
!Av

�
dt

D

X
n�1

Z 2�

0

1
k
hU 1p

�
sin kt �V 1p

�
cos kt; 1

2
!A.Un

1p
�

cos nt CVn
1p
�

sin nt/i dt

D
1
k

Z 2�

0

�
1
�
.cos kt/2hV; 1

2
!AUkiC

1
�
.sin kt/2hU; 1

2
!AVki dt

D
1
k
.�hV; 1

2
!AUkiC hU;

1
2
!AVki/I
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the equality between the second and third row holds because the only nonzero integrals
of products of sines/cosines are

R 2�
0

1
�
.cos kt/2 dt D

R 2�
0

1
�
.sin kt/2 dt D 1.

Remark 2 We notice that for every ! 2 .�2/� the operator !Q is compact. Indeed,
it is the limit of a converging series of operators with finite-dimensional image:

Sn D

nX
iD1

!QjTi
:

Let us prove that the operator norm of !Q�!Sn goes to zero. Given a norm-one
v D

P
k�1 vk , we have

k.!Q�!Sn/vk
2
D

X
k�nC1

k!QjTk
vk2 �

X
k�nC1

4k!Pk2opkvkk
2

k2

�
4k!Pk2op

.nC 1/2

X
k�nC1

kvkk
2
�

4k!Pk2op

.nC 1/2
:

In particular, taking square roots, k.!Q� !Sn/vk � 4k!Pkop=.nC 1/, ie k!Q�

!Snkop! 0.

We conclude this section by describing the spectrum of the operator !Q. Given !Q we
consider as above the skew-symmetric matrix !A, which can be put in canonical form
as a block matrix of the form diag.˛1.!/J2; : : : ; ˛m.!/J2; 0n/, where J2 2 so.2/ is
the standard symplectic matrix and 0n is the n� n zero matrix. More precisely on �
we can find an orthonormal basis fXi ;Yi ;Zj ; i D 1; : : : ;m; j D 1; : : : ; ng for suitable
m; n 2N satisfying 2mC nD d such that

!AXi D�˛i.!/Yi ; !AYi D ˛i.!/Xi ; !AZj D 0:

Let us consider now the operator !Q restricted to Tk . Using the basis for � defined
above we get the orthogonal basis��

Xi

Yi

�
;

�
�Yi

Xi

�
;

�
Xi

�Yi

�
;

�
Yi

Xi

�
;

�
Zj

0

�
;

�
0

Zj

��
;

i D 1; : : : ;m; j D 1; : : : ; n;

with eigenvalues ˛i .!/
k
; ˛i .!/

k
;�˛i .!/

k
;�˛i .!/

k
; 0; 0 respectively. Thus we have proved:

Proposition 4 The nonzero eigenvalues of the operator !Q are ˙˛i.!/=k with
multiplicity two, where ˛i.!/ are the coefficients of the canonical form of !A and
k 2N0 .
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3 Geodesics

3.1 The general structure of geodesics

Here we introduce the horizontal path space; given a point p 2G it is defined as

�p D fhorizontal curves starting at the origin and ending at pg D F�1.p/:

Since in the space � of horizontal paths we are allowed to compute velocities and
their lengths, we define the energy functional

J W � �!R;

by associating (as in Riemannian geometry) to each curve  the integral
R 2�

0 k P .t/k2 dt .

In the case p is a regular value of the end-point map F , then a critical point of
J jF�1.p/ is called a normal geodesic. From now on the word “geodesic” will simply
mean “normal geodesic”.

Theorem 9 then allows us to study the structure of geodesics whose endpoint is the
generic p ; in fact they are by definition critical points of the restriction of J to �p

and in the case the latter is a Hilbert manifold are defined by the Lagrange multipliers
rule. Using the above coordinates G 'Rd˚Rl we can decompose a vector � 2 T �G

as �D �C!; where � is the “horizontal” part and ! 2 .�2/� is the “vertical” one.
We have the following proposition.

Proposition 5 Let u be the control associated to a geodesic with Lagrange multiplier
� 2 T �G (ie �duF D duJ ). Then

u.t/D e�.!A/tu0 and 2�D .e�2�!A
C 1/u0:

Proof A simple computation using (10) in �duF D u gives

u.t/D �� .!A/

Z t

0

u.s/ dsC
1

2

Z 2�

0

.!A/u.s/ ds:

Differentiating the above equation provides Pu D �.!A/u, which in turn implies
u.t/ D e�.!A/tu0 . Substituting the explicit expression u.t/ D e�.!A/tu0 into the
same equation and evaluating at zero gives u0 D ��

1
2
u.2�/C 1

2
u0 .

If p is not a vertical point and the rank is sufficiently big (d > l ), then the number of
geodesics joining the origin to p is bounded. In order to prove this statement we need
a preliminary lemma.
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Lemma 6 For the generic point p 2 G , the set of normal geodesics starting at the
origin and ending at p is discrete.

Proof We can parametrize normal geodesics with their initial covector ! and the
initial velocity u0 ; in this way we obtain a smooth map

f W Rl
�Rd

!G

defined by

.!;u0/ 7!

�Z
I

e�t!Au0 dt;

Z
I

�Z t

0

e�s!Au0 ds;Ae�t!Au0

�
dt

�
:

If p is a regular value of f (and the set of such p is a residual set) then f �1.p/ is a
submanifold of RdCl of dimension zero (possibly noncompact).

Remark 3 (Semialgebraic geometry and genericity conditions) In the sequel we will
be using frequently semialgebraic sets and their properties. The standard reference
is the monography by Bochnak, Coste and Roy [4], where definitions and the most
important theorems are discussed. We will mainly use the semialgebraic triviality
theorem [4, Theorem 9.3.2] and the semialgebraic Sard’s lemma [4, Theorem 9.6.2].

For the notion of genericity, we will say a property is generic if it holds for all points
but a set of measure zero. In fact for many statements (especially those involving
semialgebraic geometry) properties are generic in a stronger sense (holding for all
points but a complement of a countable union of proper algebraic sets). For example,
the image f .X /� Y of a semialgebraic set X of dimension d under a semialgebraic
map f W X ! Y has dimension smaller or equal to d ; if the target space Y has
dimension n> d , then f .X / is contained in a proper algebraic set (in particular has
measure zero); see [4, Chapter 2.8]. We adopted the weaker viewpoint for simplicity of
exposition, leaving to the reader the check of which refined condition can be assumed.

Proposition 7 Assume that d > l . Then for the generic p 62 �2 there is a finite
number of geodesics between e and p .

Proof We already know by the previous lemma that the set of geodesics (ie pairs
.!;u0/ such that f .!;u0/D p ) is discrete for the generic p . We will exclude that
the set of possible Lagrange multipliers is unbounded: this will imply (see below) that
the set of initial velocities is bounded as well, hence the set of geodesics to p is a
discrete set in compact, ie it is finite.

If ! is a Lagrange multiplier, we can always choose a basis for � such that the
matrix !A appears in canonical form: so we get k subspaces of � of dimension two
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on which the matrix !A is of the form ˛iJ2 (where J2 is the standard 2�2 symplectic
matrix on the i th eigenspace and ˛i > 0) for i D 1; : : : ; k ; for every subspace we take
the component ui

0
of the initial velocity u0 . Since the eigenspaces are orthogonal, the

computations for the endpoint of the geodesic can be performed separately: thus we
split the horizontal part of the endpoint p� into the components of the eigenspaces
of !A, say pi

�
. These components are

pi
� D

Z 2�

0

e�t!Aui
0 dt D

h
1

j̨
J2e�t˛i J2ui

0

i2�

0
D

1

j̨
J2.e

�2� j̨J2u0j �u0j /

on the eigenspaces of !A. The norm squared of the component pi
�

is given by

kpi
�k

2
D

1

˛2
i

hJ2.e
�2� j̨J2ui

0�ui
0/;J2.e

�2� j̨J2ui
0�ui

0/i

D
2

˛2
i

.kui
0k

2
� hui

0; e
�2�˛i J2ui

0i/D
2

˛2
i

kui
0k

2.1� cos.2�˛i//:

The vertical part is more complicated, but we only need to compute its value in the
direction of the Lagrange multiplier ! :

!.p�2/D
1

2

Z 2�

0

�Z t

0

e�!Asu0 ds; !Ae�!Atu0

�
dt

D
1

2

Z 2�

0

�Z t

0

�!Ae�!Asu0 ds; e�!Atu0

�
dt

D
1

2

Z 2�

0

he�!Atu0�u0; e
�!Atu0i dt D �ku0k

2
�

1
2
hu0;p�i:

The equation

(12) !.p�2/D �ku0k
2
�

1
2
hu0;p�i

is important at first because it tells that it is enough to prove that the set of Lagrange
multipliers is bounded. Indeed, we have

k!kkp�2k � �ku0k
2
�

1
2
hu0;p�iI

if the set of Lagrange multipliers is bounded, the set of initial velocities cannot be
unbounded otherwise the second term of the inequality would diverge while being
limited by a constant.

In order to prove that the set of Lagrange multipliers of the generic endpoint is bounded,
we suppose on the contrary that we have a sequence !n of Lagrange multipliers; this
sequence is forced to diverge since the set of the initial data .!;u0/ for the generic
endpoint p is discrete. Up to subsequences, we may assume that the normalized
Lagrange multipliers y!n D !n=k!nk converge to a covector �; moreover we can
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assume the rescaled eigenvalues y̨i;n D ˛i;n=k!nk and the corresponding eigenspaces
converge. The first one is true since every eigenvalue is bounded by the norm of the
matrix which is 1 by definition; the second one follows from the fact that the set of
changes of basis is the orthogonal group which is compact. Hence there exists c > 0

such that for every sequence of eigenvalues y̨i;n that does not converge, ck!nk � ˛i;n .

If we split the second term of the equation (12) into its components given by the
eigenspaces of !A we obtain

!.p�2/D

kX
iD1

�kui
0k

2
�

1
2
hui

0;p
i
�i:

Notice that each term �kui
0
k2�

1
2
hui

0
;pi
�
i is nonnegative: in fact

kpi
�k D

Z 2�

0

e�!Asui
0 ds

� Z 2�

0

ke�!Asui
0k ds D 2�kui

0k;

1
2
hui

0;p
i
�i �

1
2
kui

0kkp
i
�k � �ku

i
0k

2:

Therefore we have

kp�2k � y!n.p�2/� �
kui

0;n
k2

k!nk
�
hui

0;n
;p�i

k!nk

and if kui
0;n
k diverges, the last term of the previous inequality is asymptotic to its first

addendum, which turns out to be bounded. Then for the corresponding component of
the horizontal part of the endpoint we have that:

kpi
�;nk

2
D

2

˛2
i;n

kui
0;nk

2.1� cos.2�˛i;n//� 2
kui

0;n
k2

c2k!nk
2
:

If kui
0;n
k is bounded the last term of the inequality converges to 0; if it diverges we

have that

kpi
�;nk

2
� 2
kui

0;n
k2

c2k!nk
2
� constant

1

k!nk

which again converges to 0. So, in the limit, the components of the horizontal part of
the endpoint are orthogonal to the eigenspaces of the limit matrix �A with nonzero
eigenvalues.

Now, if the matrix �A is not singular the horizontal part has to be zero contradicting
the hypothesis; thus in order to end the argument, we will prove that the horizontal
part of the generic point does not belong to the kernel of any degenerate matrix in the
linear space W D spanfA1; : : : ;Alg.
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Let us consider the semialgebraic set of the couples of degenerate matrices together
with the vectors in their kernels, namely

X
:
D f.�;x/ 2 S l�1.W /�� j �Ax D 0; dim ker �A� 2g

stratified in subsets with constant dimension of the kernel. Assuming that the Carnot
algebra structure defined by W is transversal to every subset of the stratification
described in Appendix A (condition satisfied by the generic W ), the stratum Wk of the
matrices of k –dimensional kernel has codimension k k�1

2
. Therefore the semialgebraic

set X has dimension not greater than maxk�2 l � 1� k k�1
2
C k � l . If we project X

on � we get the set zX of points belonging to the kernel of a degenerate matrix of W :
this is still a semialgebraic set and the projection does not increase the dimension. In
particular the set

Y D f.p�;p�2/ 2G j p� 2 ker �A for some �¤ 0g

has dimension less than 2l , which is smaller than dClD dim.G/ under the assumption
d > l . This concludes the proof.

Corollary 8 If p is a regular value of F and p 62�2 , the homology of �p \fJ � sg

stabilizes as s!1.

Proof If p is a regular value of F , then all geodesics to p are normal and the result
follows from the previous proposition.

3.2 Geodesics ending at p 2 �2

In this section we study in more detail the case p 2�2 . To start with, we prove that
for the generic choice of p 2�2 the set �p is a nice object; more precisely we have
the following theorem.

Theorem 9 For the generic choice of W � so.d/ and a generic p2�2 the topological
space �p is a Hilbert manifold.

Proof We will prove that the set of critical values of q D F jF�1.�2/ is contained in a
semialgebraic subset of codimension one, from this the conclusion follows.

We first notice that the condition for p 2�2 to be a critical value of q is that there
exist u 2H and ! 2 .�2/

�
such that q.u/D p and dqu D 2!QuD 0. In particular

if uD
P1

kD1 uk , where uk 2 Tk 'R2d , then q.u/D
P1

kD1huk ;
1
k
.!P /uki and the

condition that !Qu D 0, by invariance of the spaces Tk , reads !Puk D 0 for all
k � 1.
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Let us consider the stratification so.d/ D
`

Sr , where Sr is the set of matrices
with constant rank r . Each Sr is smooth and over it we have the smooth bundle
Kr D f.A; v/ 2 so.d/�Rn jAv D 0g. Since this stratification is homogeneous, then
the generic W is transversal to all strata and we have an induced stratification

W D

da
rD0

Wr ; Wr D Sr \W:

Consider now the vector bundle KjWr
over Wr (the restriction of Kr ); notice that for

every !A 2W we have ker.!P /D f.x;y/ 2R2d j !Ax D !Ay D 0g. In particular
a smooth section of KjWr

produces also a smooth section of f.!; z/ 2Wr �R2d j

!Pz D 0g over Wr .

We notice now the following interesting property: if p 2�2 is a critical point for q

with Lagrange multiplier ! 2Wr , then p 2 .T!Wr /
? . In fact for every k � 1 let us

consider a smooth curve !.t/ in Wr with !.0/D ! , P!.0/D � 2 T!Wj and a smooth
z.t/ 2 ker.!.t/!P / with z.0/D uk such that

!.t/!Pz.t/D 0I

the existence of such a smooth z.t/ follows from the above discussion. Then deriving
the above equation we get P!.0/!Pz.0/C!.0/!P Pz.0/D 0 and considering the scalar
product with z gives

hz; P!.0/!Pzi D P!.0/.q.uk//D 0

which tells �.p/D
P1

kD1 �.q.uk// vanishes for every � in T!Wr . We consider now
the semialgebraic set

†01 D

d[
rD0

� [
!2Wr

.T!Wr /
?

�
:

Because of the above argument all critical points of q are contained in †0
1

and we
want to show this set is of dimension strictly less than l .

We first check that †0
1

is indeed semialgebraic (and as a result we compute its di-
mension); being a finite union, it is enough to prove that each

S
!2Wr

.T!Wr /
? is

semialgebraic. To this end consider Tr D f.!; �/ 2Wr �W � j .� 2 T!Wr /
?g, which

is clearly semialgebraic, and the semialgebraic projection �2W Tr !W � to the second
factor. The image of �2 is semialgebraic and coincides with

S
!2Wr

.T!Wr /
? .

Now, each
S
!2Wr

.T!Wr /
? has dimension less than dim.Wr /Cl�dim.Wr /�1� l�1,

where the �1 comes from the fact that by homogeneity .T!=j!jWr /
? D .T!Wr /

?
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(notice in particular that the stratum of maximal dimension is open and produces only
the zero, since the orthogonal complement of its tangent space is the zero only).

In particular the dimension of †0
1

is strictly less than l and the generic p 2�2 is a
regular value of q .

Remark 4 It will be useful for us to set †1 D
x†0

1
. Since the Euclidean closure is

smaller than the Zariski closure and dimension of a semialgebraic set is preserved after
taking its Zariski closure, then †1 is closed and contained in a semialgebraic set of
codimension one. Points in the complement of †1 are an open dense set of regular
values of q D F jH .

Following up the discussion after Proposition 5, we see that in the case the final point
of u is in �2 , which we know is equivalent to

R
I uD 0, we can apply the Lagrange

multiplier rule to the map q . More precisely u is the control associated to a curve
which is a geodesic with endpoint p 2�2 if

q.u/D p and there exists ! such that !QuD u:

The covector ! 2 .�2/� is called the Lagrange multiplier associated to u. Using this
remark we see that u is a geodesics with Lagrange multiplier ! if and only if

hu; viH D h!Qu; viH for all v 2H

(here the final point is not specified, ie we are considering all possible geodesics with
Lagrange multiplier ! ; the final point is recovered by simply applying the expression
given in (10) to u). Thus in particular we have that for all v in H D f

R
v D 0g,Z 2�

0

hu.t/; v.t/i dt D�

Z 2�

0

h!AU.t/; v.t/i dt D 0;

where U.t/ D
R t

0 u.s/ ds . The previous condition tells that uC!AU is a constant
function, or equivalently that PuD�!Au. This implies that u must be of the form

u.t/D e�t.!A/u0;

and since u 2H , then u0 must be in the integer eigenspace of i!A; ie

u0 D e�2�!Au0:

In particular notice that in this case the complete Lagrange multiplier (ie the one arising
by using the map F , as in Proposition 5), is �D .u0; !/.

We collect the result for a geodesic ending at p 2�2 in a lemma.
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Lemma 10 Let u be the control associated to a geodesic whose final point is in �2

with Lagrange multiplier ! . Then

u.t/D e�t!Au0 with u0 D e�2�!Au0:

Motivated by the previous lemma, for every ! 2W we define

E.!/D fv 2Rd
j e�2�!Av D v; v 62 ker.!A/g:

Thus E.!/ is the set of possible initial data for nonconstant geodesics with Lagrange
multiplier ! . In particular we see that in order to have a nonzero initial datum the
matrix i!A must have nonzero integer eigenvalues, thus the set of all possible Lagrange
multipliers coincides with the set

ƒD f! 2 .�2/� j det.!A� i n1/D 0 for some n 2N0g:

Notice that ƒ is not an algebraic (or a semialgebraic set): it is indeed given by the
infinite union of algebraic sets ƒn D fdet.!A� i n1/ D 0g. However ƒ is locally
algebraic: if we intersect it with a ball, then only a finite number of ƒn show up.

We discuss now in more detail the structure of the set

E D f.!; v/ 2W �Rd
j v 2E.!/g:

As for ƒ, this set is not semialgebraic, although if we take the “restriction” EjB to a
compact semialgebraic set B , ie we only allow ! to vary on a compact semialgebraic
set B �W , then EjB becomes semialgebraic.

First for every ! let us consider the canonical skew-symmetric form of !A

M.!/T .!A/M.!/D diag.˛1.!/J2; : : : ; ˛s.!/J2; 0; : : : ; 0/

where M.!/ is an orthogonal matrix, ˛1.!/; : : : ; ˛s.!/ are the positive nonzero
eigenvalues of i!A and J2 2 so.2/ is the canonical symplectic matrix. Thus Rd

decomposes as the orthogonal sum Rd D V1˚ � � � ˚ Vs ˚K , where the Vi are the
coordinate-two planes and K is the vector space of the last d � 2s coordinates. Using
this notation we set Vi.!/DM.!/Vi : it is the invariant subspace of !A associated
to the eigenvalue ˛i.!/. In particular we see that

E.!/D
M

˛i .!/2N0

Vi.!/:
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Associating to each v 2E.!/ the control et!Av defines a linear injection of E.!/ into
H D

L
k�1 Tk ; in particular the above curve admits the Fourier series decomposition

(13) e�t!Av D
X
k�1

Xk.v/
1p
�

cos kt �Yk.v/
1p
�

sin kt

and we denote by �k the linear map v 7! .Xk.v/;Yk.v// (the k th component of the
Fourier series of et!Av written in coordinates Tk 'R2d ).

Let now v 2 Vi.!/ with ˛i.!/D k 2N ; in order to get the expression for �k.v/ we
compute the Taylor series of e!Atv . We have

e�t!Av D

�X
n�0

.!A/ntn

n!

�
v D

�X
m�0

.!A/2l t2l

.2l/!

�
v�

�X
m�0

.!A/2lC1t2lC1

.2lC1/!

�
v

D

�X
m�0

.�1/lk2l t2l

.2l/!

�
v�

�X
m�0

.�1/lk2lC1t2lC1

.2lC1/!

�
!A

k
v

D v cos kt �
!A

k
v sin kt;

where in the second line we have used the fact that .!A/2v D�k2v (being Vi.!/ the
space associated to the eigenvalue ˛i.!/D k ). This computation implies that

�k.v/D
p
�

�
v

�
!A
k
v

�
:

Notice that the same construction can be performed using the linear immersion v 7!
et!Av , which gives the above control with backward time; the Lagrange multiplier for
the corresponding geodesic is �! and the final point is �q.e�t!Av/.

Slightly abusing notation, we will still denote by q the map obtained by composing
the endpoint map with the linear immersion E.!/ ,!H .

We recall from Appendix A (see Proposition A.1) that the Lie algebra so.d/ of
skew-symmetric matrices of size d is stratified by the sets �kjm1;:::;mr

consisting
of those matrices A satisfying dim ker.A/ D k , and the numbers m1; : : : ;mr are
natural nonincreasing (they are the multiplicities in the positive spectrum of iA).
Each one of these strata is smooth and has codimension

Pr
iD1.m

2
i � 1/C k.k�1/

2
.

Since (by construction) this stratification is homogeneous, then a generic choice of the
Carnot structure W � so.d/ will be transversal to all of the strata and will inherit the
stratification (in particular respecting codimensions and smoothness).

To deal with integer eigenvalues we need to refine this stratification, unfortunately
ending up with an infinite number of strata, but still with nice properties. More
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specifically for every r � 0 we consider EnD .n1; : : : ; nr / 2Nr with distinct nonzero
components and define the semialgebraic set �kjm1;:::;mr jEn

as follows: we look at the
nonzero components of En, say nj1

; : : : ; nj� , and we take those matrices in �kjm1;:::;mr

such that the eigenvalue with multiplicity mj1
equals nj1

, the one with multiplicity mj2

equals nj2
, and so on.

For example .0; 2; 2; 0/2N4 is not an admissible En (since there are two equal nonzero
entries); on the other hand if EnD .0; 1; 2; 0/ then �kjm1;m2;m3;m4jEn

equals the set of
all matrices in so.d/ with multiplicities of the spectrum fm1;m2;m3;m4g and with
one eigenvalue equal to i (the imaginary unit) with multiplicity m2 and another equal
to 2i and with multiplicity m3 .

This operation of fixing some eigenvalues to some integer numbers increases the
codimension by � (the number of nonzero components of En).

Using this notation we see that one can stratify ƒ as

ƒD
a

r

a
fk;m1;:::;mr g

a
fEn2Nr admissibleg

�kjm1;:::;mr jEn
\W:

As we already noticed, this stratification is not finite even though each stratum is
semialgebraic. Nevertheless if we intersect ƒ with a compact ball B �W only a finite
number of the above strata appear and we are locally semialgebraic.

The next lemma says that for the generic choice of W � so.d/ and a generic p 2�2 ,
the Lagrange multipliers have simple integer spectrum.

Lemma 11 For a generic Carnot group structure W � so.d/, the generic p 2�2 is
not the final point of a geodesic with Lagrange multiplier ! such that !A has multiple
eigenvalues in iZ.

Proof First we pick the structure W to be transversal to all strata of the first one of
the above stratifications, the one using only the multiplicities in the spectrum (and we
know such a property is generic). We stratify now the set ƒ by intersecting it with the
different strata �kjm1;:::;mr

; we are interested only in those strata for which there is at
least a multiple integer eigenvalue and we refine the stratification to the above infinite
one, by indexing with the admissible En 2Nr .

Thus we let ƒfmj�2g be one stratum �kjm1;:::;mr jEn
such that mj � 2 for at least one

index j with nj ¤ 0. Each ƒfmj�2g obtained in this way has codimension

codim Wƒfmj�2g D

rX
iD1

.m2
i � 1/C

k.k�1/

2
C �:
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We consider now as above the set E D f.!; v/ 2ƒ�Rd j e2�!AvD v; v 62 ker.!A/g.
Over each stratum ƒfmj�2g the set Ejƒfmj�2g

is a smooth vector bundle (it is the restric-
tion to ƒfmj�2g , which is smooth, of a smooth vector bundle); moreover Ejƒfmj�2g

is semialgebraic as well (here the vector En is fixed).

Consider the smooth map
f W Ejƒfmj�2g

!�2

defined by .!; v/ 7! q.v/, where q.v/ is the final point of the geodesic associated to
the control v.t/D et!Av . We compute the rank of the differential of f and show that
the assumption mj � 2 implies this rank is less than l�1; in particular the image of f
has measure zero. Since the set of final points of geodesics with Lagrange multipliers
with multiple eigenvalues in iZ is the countable union of the images of the different f
obtained as En varies over Nr , the result follows.

The differential of f restricted to the base ƒfmj�2g has rank smaller than the dimension
of ƒfmj�2g , which is l �

Pr
iD1.m

2
i � 1/� ..k.k � 1//=2/� � . For the rank of f

restricted to the fibers we argue as follows. For every ! 2 ƒfmj�2g we consider
the invariant subspaces of !A; for each natural nonzero eigenvalue �j .!/ of i!A

we find an invariant space Vj .!/ (the real part of the �j .!/–eigenspace of i!A) of
dimension 2�j , twice the multiplicity of �j .!/; let us call I � f1; : : : ; rg the index
set for such spaces Vj .!/ (notice that I D fj1; : : : ; j�g).

The restriction of f to each such Vj .!/ maps �j unit circles (lying on distinct
orthogonal planes) to a point, in particular the dimension of the kernel of the differential
of f on each Vj .!/ is at least �j . Since the dimension of E.!/ is 2

P
j2I �j , we

see that the rank of the differential of f on the fibers is at most
P

j2I �j . In particular
we can bound the rank of the differential of f as

rank.df /� l � � �

rX
jD1

.m2
j � 1/�

k.k�1/

2
C

X
j2I

�j

� l � � �
X
j2I

.m2
j � 1�mj /�

k.k�1/

2

� l � � �
X

j2I;mj�2

.m2
j � 1�mj /�

X
j2I;mjD1

.m2
j � 1�mj /

� l � � �
X

j2I;mj�2

1�
X

j2I;mjD1

.�1/

� l � � � 1C .� � 1/ < l � 1:

This completes the proof.
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We define now the set †2 � �
2 to be the union of the various f .Ejƒkjm1;:::;mr ;En

/

where EnD .n1; : : : nr / 2Nr is admissible and mj � 2 for at least one index j with
nj ¤ 0. The above lemma says that †2 is the countable union of semialgebraic sets of
codimension at least 2 (in particular, for example, †2 has measure zero).

We study now what happens for a p 2�2n.†1[†2/ (because of the above argument
such p is generic). Such a p has Lagrange multipliers ! with simple spectrum, ie !A

belongs to a stratum ƒkjm1;:::;mr jEn
with all multiplicities equal to 1; for simplicity of

notation we omit the string of multiplicities and denote such stratum simply by ƒEn . In
other words ƒEn is one of the above strata where all eigenvalues are distinct and we
have fixed � of them to be equal to i nj1

; : : : ; i nj� (the nonzero entries of En).

Lemma 12 Let ! 2 ƒEn and n1; : : : ; n� be the nonzero eigenvalues of i!A in N ;
for j D 1; : : : ; � let also Vj .!/ be the (two-dimensional) invariant subspace of !A

associated to nj . Then E.!/ splits as the direct orthogonal sum

E.!/D

�M
jD1

Vj .!/:

Moreover the image of qjVj .!/ is a half-line lCj .!/ and

im.qjE.!//D coneflC
1
.!/; : : : ; lC� .!/g:

Proof Recall that the space E.!/ is defined to be fv 2 Rd j e�2�!Av D v; v 62

ker.!A/g; the map that associates to a vector v 2E.!/ the curve e�t!Av defines an
embedding of E.!/ into H and if v 2 Vj .!/ then the resulting control must be a
linear combination of sin.nj t/ and cos.nj t/; in particular Vnj .!/�Tnj . Since the Tk

are pairwise orthogonal for each operator Q1; : : : ;Ql , then decomposing v 2E.!/

into its pieces v D v1C � � �C v� with vj 2 Vj .!/, we get

q.v/D q.v1/C � � �C q.v�/;

which proves the image of qjE.!/ is the cone spanned by fq.V1.!//; : : : ; q.V�.!//g;
the orthogonality of the Vj follows from the one of the Tnj .

It remains to prove that the image of qjVj .!/ is a half-line. By assumption ! belongs
to a smooth stratum of codimension � in W and recalling the definition of ƒnj D

fdet.!A� i nj 1/D 0g, we have that

ƒEn D

r\
jD1

ƒnj \�kj1;:::;1:
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The bundle
`
!2ƒnj

Vj .!/ is smooth (being the restriction of a smooth bundle). In
particular for every � 2 T!ƒnj there are curves !.t/ 2ƒnj and v.t/ 2 Vj .!.t// such
that !.0/ D ! , P!.0/ D � and v.0/ D v . Deriving the equation !.t/!Pv.t/ D v.t/

and taking the inner product with v we get

0D
D
v;
P!.0/!P

k
v
E
D �.q.v//;

which tells the final point of the geodesic u associated to e!Atv is orthogonal to
T!ƒnj , hence is it contained in a line. On the other hand since ! is the Lagrange
multiplier for the geodesic u, !.q.u//D J.u/ > 0, which concludes the proof.

Everything now is ready for the proof of the theorem that describes the structure of
geodesics.

Theorem 13 For a generic Carnot group structure W � so.d/ and a generic p 2�2

the set ƒ.p/ of Lagrange multipliers of geodesic whose final point p is discrete.
Moreover every � 2 ƒ.p/ belongs to some ƒEn and the set of all geodesics whose
endpoint is p with Lagrange multiplier � is a compact manifold of dimension � � l

(where � is the number of nonzero entries of En) diffeomorphic to the torus S1�� � ��S1

(� times).

Proof By Lemma 11 we know that for the generic choice of W � so.d/ the generic
p 2�2 is a final point only of geodesics with Lagrange multipliers in ƒEn for some
En 2Nbd=2c .

Moreover for every � in ƒ.p/ the set of all geodesics with Lagrange multipliers �
and final point p is the preimage of p under the map qW Ejƒ.p/! �2 . For every
admissible En 2Nbd=2c we consider the semialgebraic set FEn defined by

FEn D f.!;p/ 2ƒEn ��
2
j p 2 im.qjE.!//g

together with the semialgebraic map gW FEn!�2 defined by .!;p/ 7! p . Since each
point .!;p/ in FEn has ! in ƒEn , then by Lemma 12 the dimension of FEn is at most l .
In fact ! varies on a set of dimension l � � and the image of qjE.!/ is a cone of
dimension at most � . Since FEn is semialgebraic we stratify it as FEn D

`s
jD1 FEn;j ,

where each stratum is smooth semialgebraic of dimension at most l (in fact here the
index s depends on En as well, but we omit this dependence to simplify notation).
Notice that if .!;p/ belongs to a stratum of maximal dimension l , then the cone
q.E.!// must have maximal dimension � and p must be in its interior.

The restriction gEn;j DgjFEn;j is smooth semialgebraic, thus by the semialgebraic Sard’s
lemma (see [4]) the set CEn;j of its critical values is a semialgebraic set of dimension at
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most l � 1. If p is not one of these critical values then g�1
En;j .p/ consists of isolated

points if dim.FEn;j /D l , and is empty otherwise.

We set †3 to be the union of the critical values of gEn;j ( En varies over Nbd=2c and j

is the stratifying index for FEn as above); such a union, being a countable union of
semialgebraic set of dimension at most l �1 has measure zero, hence points belonging
to its complement are generic.

On the other hand ƒ.p/ equals the union of the projections on ƒ of the various
g�1
En;j .p/. If we intersect ƒ with a compact ball B , we hit only a finite number of

strata ƒEn and ƒ.p/\B is discrete; thus for a generic p the set ƒ.p/ is discrete set
(possibly infinite).

From Lemma 12 we recall that q.E.!// is the cone spanned by the half-lines lCj .!/D

q.Ej .!//: moreover p is the sum of nonzero vectors belonging to these half-lines,
pDp1C� � �Cp� with pj 2 lCj .!/. Since the spaces Ej .!/ are orthogonal with respect
to the operators J;Q1; : : : ;Ql , the condition q.u/D p with u 2E.!/ can be split up
as q.uj /Dpj with uj 2Ej .!/. The condition q.uj /Dpj is equivalent to !q.uj /D

!.pj / since for every covector � orthogonal to pj the condition �q.uj /D �.pj / is
automatically satisfied; on the other hand by the Lagrange multiplier condition we have
that !q.uj /D J.uj /, so that the condition is a positive definite one, J.uj /D !.pj /.
This implies that every component uj 2 Ej .!/ of the geodesic u going to p is
constrained on a circle S1 2Ej .!/, from which follows that the critical manifold C!
is a �–dimensional torus.

Up to now the genericity assumptions for p come from Theorem 9, Lemma 11 and
Theorem 13: specifically we require p 62†1[†2[†3 (where †3 is defined in the
proof of Theorem 13).

3.3 Morse–Bott theory

Since critical points of the Energy functional J are far from being isolated (they
arrange themselves into compact manifolds) we cannot apply Morse theory in its
standard version. What we need is a generalization of it called Morse–Bott theory:
it allows to prove the same results as for the ordinary theory if in the definitions
nondegenerate critical points are replaced by nondegenerate critical manifolds (see [6]
and Klingenberg [11]; the basic definitions and results are recalled in Appendix B).

Theorem 14 For a generic Carnot Group structure W � so.d/ and a generic point
p 2�2 , the Energy functional J restricted to �p is a Morse–Bott function.
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Proof We assume all the genericity conditions of the previous theorems to be satisfied.
We need to prove that we can possibly restrict the set of “good” final points p to a
smaller (but still dense) set for which J j�p

is Morse–Bott.

Part (a) of the definition of a Morse–Bott function given in Appendix B, immediately
follows from Theorem 13.

We proceed to prove part (b). Let us take a Lagrange multiplier �, its corresponding
critical manifold C� and a point u 2 C� . Since we already know that the critical mani-
fold is compact, it remains to show that the Hessian of the energy J is nondegenerate
outside the tangent space to the critical manifold C� . Since both q and J are quadratic,
they coincide with their second derivatives. By the Lagrange multiplier rule we get the
expression

Heu.q/D .d
2J � �D2qu/jTu�p

D .J � �q/jTu�p
;

for the Hessian, where we have Tu�p D ker Duq . Notice that to the quadratic form
defined by the Hessian it corresponds the self-adjoint operator 1� �Q.

The Hessian is degenerate in the direction of v 2 Tu�p if and only if

hv� �Qv;xi D 0 for all x 2 Tu�p;

meaning that v� �Qv is orthogonal to Tu�p . Since the tangent space Tu�p is the
orthogonal space to spanfQ1u; : : : ;Qlug, then v � �Qv is a linear combination of
the vectors Qiu, namely �1Q1uC � � �C�lQlu.

We can eventually restate the degeneracy condition by the equations

(14)
�
v� �Qv D �Qu;

hv;Qui D 0;

where �D .�1; : : : ; �l/ 2 .�
2/� as above.

If we take �D 0 we see that the degeneracy condition is satisfied by the vectors in

E.�/\Tu�p D TuC�;

and we have to prove that for the generic choice of p the degeneracy equation (14)
does not admit other solutions.

Let us consider the smooth manifold ƒEn of Lagrange multipliers containing � (the
definition of ƒEn is given before Lemma 12). Let us call as before EEn the fiber bundle
with base space ƒEn and fiber E.!/ with ! 2ƒEn (see the above discussion).

The tangent space to EEn at .u; �/ is determined as follows: take a curve .u.t/; �.t//
in EEn based on .u; �/ and compute its tangent vector in t D 0. Differentiating the
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condition �.t/Qu.t/D u.t/, we get

Pu� �Q PuD P�Qu;

which is the same condition as for the degeneracy of the Hessian (the first equation
in (14)).

We consider now the smooth semialgebraic map

f W EEn!�2 given by .!; v/ 7! q.v/:

The set of regular values of f is a dense subset of �2 (it is the complement of a
semialgebraic set of codimension at least one): this subset is the good one we want to
restrict to. In other words we consider †4 to be the union of the set of critical values
of the various f W EEn! �2 as En; the complement of †4 contains generic points.2

On the preimage of a “good” p we know that the differential of f is surjective with
rank l ; moreover,

dim EEn D dimƒEnC dim E.�/D l � �C 2� D l C �:

Looking at the dimensions of the domain and the range of duf we get that the kernel
has dimension � . On one hand, the kernel of duf is the vector space satisfying both
the equations (14) for the degeneracy of the Hessian; on the other hand we have the
inclusion

E.�/\Tu�p � ker duf:

Since both these spaces have dimension � , they must be equal. It follows that with all
the above generic restrictions on p , the only directions of degeneracy for the Hessian
are in TuC� .

Remark 5 We know that the operator �Q is compact, and that the eigenvalues are of
the form ˙˛i=k with k 2N nonzero and i D 1; : : : ; s <1. Then the eigenvalues of
the Hessian of the energy on a critical point are 1˙˛i=k ; it follows that the number
of negative eigenvalues is always finite, so that the index of every critical manifold is
finite.

It remains to prove property (c) of the definition (the Palais–Smale property). Let us
consider a sequence fukg in �p with energy kukk

2 bounded by E and such that
r uk

! 0, where  :
D J j�p

.

2Thus at this stage p 2�2n.†1 [†2 [†3 [†4/ .
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We have that the gradient r u is the orthogonal projection of rJu D u on the space
spanfQ1u; : : : ;Qlug

? , then if we define �u to be the orthogonal projection on the
space spanfQ1u; : : : ;Qlug we have

r u D u��uu:

From fukg we can extract a subsequence (we keep calling it fukg) such that kukk
2!L.

Now we can compute

kr uk
2
D hu;ui � 2hu; �uuiC h�uu; �uui D hu;ui � h�uu; �uui;

where the second equality follows from hu; �uuiD h�uu; �uui being �u an orthogonal
projection.

Since huk ;uki!L, and kr uk
k2Dhuk ;uki�h�uk

uk ; �uk
uki! 0; it follows that

h�uk
uk ; �uk

uki !L:

Now, every �uk
uk is a linear combination of the vectors Qiuk , namely

�uk
uk D

lX
iD1

�i
kQiuk ;

and by computing its norm we get

(15)
lX

i;jD1

�i
k�

j

k
hQiuk ;Qj uki !L:

Since the operators Qi are compact, they map the bounded sequence fukg to a sequence
fQiukg with limit points, so we can iteratively extract converging subsequences (again
we keep calling them fukg) and we have Qiuk ! vi . In this way (15) becomes

lX
i;jD1

�i
k�

j

k
hvi ; vj i !L;

where the coefficients hvi ; vj i give the scalar product of the whole Hilbert space H

restricted to the finite-dimensional subspace V D spanfvi ; : : : ; vlg. Now we have a
bounded sequence of vectors �n D

Pl
iD1 �

i
nvi in Rl from which we can extract a

converging sequence with limit �.

So the sequence �uk
uk D

Pl
iD1 �

i
k
Qiuk tends to v D

Pl
iD1 �

ivi , and since

0D lim
k!1

kr uk
k

2
D lim

k!1
kuk ��uk

ukk
2
D lim

k!1
kuk � vk

2;
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the sequence fukg also tends to v . Moreover, since vi D limk!1Qiuk DQiv we
have that v D �Qv which is the condition for v to be a critical point of the Energy.

4 Horizontal-path space and its topology

4.1 Paths with bounded energy

Despite Theorem 9 shows that (a priori) only some of the �p are Hilbert manifolds, they
are in fact all homotopy equivalent to each other; the argument is a simple modification
of the standard one for loop spaces and appeared first by Ge in [9]; we recall it here for
convenience of the reader.

Theorem 15 For every p1;p2 2G the spaces �p1
and �p2

are homotopy equivalent.

Proof It is sufficient to prove that for every p 2 G the space �p is homotopy
equivalent to �e . To this end let 0 2�p be a fixed horizontal path and define the map

AW �e!�p

by concatenation of loops in �e with  : A. /D 0 (velocities have to be rescaled).
Let also y0 be 0 with backward time (it connects p to e ); then define

BW �p!�e

by concatenation with y0 : B. /D y0 . Let now �; � 2 Œ0; 1� be the paths

�.t/D 0.�.1� t//

and L�W  ! � y� . The maps L� give a homotopy between the identity L0 D

idW �e!�e and L1DAB . In a similar way BA is homotopic to the identity on �p

and the two spaces are homotopy equivalent.

As a corollary we see that �p is contractible (in particular all its nonzero Betti numbers
vanish).

Corollary 16 For every p 2G the topological space �p is contractible.

Proof By the above theorem it is enough to show that �e is contractible, and this is
obvious since it is given by homogeneous equations.
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We start now the study of Morse–Bott theory of the function J j�p
D f on �p . In the

sequel we will use the notation

�s
p
:
D�p \fJ � sg:

Proposition 7 tells us that in the case p is not a vertical point the number of geodesics
joining e to p is finite; in particular if s > 0 is large enough f does not have critical
points on ff � sg and the topology of �s

p stabilizes.

Proposition 17 If p is not a vertical point, then for every s large enough and t > 0

the inclusion
�s

p ,!�sCt
p

is a homotopy equivalence.

Thus we focus on the case p 2�2 . As we already mentioned, we will not use Morse–
Bott theory to give a lower bound on b.�s

p/ by counting critical manifolds; we will
instead use it to reduce the problem to the study of intersection of real quadrics. In fact
the following proposition shows that �s

p is homotopy equivalent to its boundary @�s
p ;

since the map q is quadratic, the space @�s
p is an intersection of infinite-dimensional

quadrics (it is given by the quadratic equations kuk2 D 2s and q.u/D p ).

Proposition 18 For a generic choice of the Carnot group structure W � so.d/ and a
generic point p 2�2 , for almost every s the following isomorphism holds:

H�.�
s
p/'H�.@�

s
p/:

Proof We first notice that the generic s is not a critical value for the energy. Let
us consider now the Morse–Bott function g D �J and let us denote by X a the set
fg � ag. The critical manifolds of g are the same as for J , except that the index of
each one of them for g is infinite (since these manifolds have finite index for J , then
they must have infinite index for g ).

After passing a critical value c with corresponding critical manifold C , the relative
homology of the Lebesgue set is given by (ie “the homology changes by”)

H�.X
cCı;X c�ı/'H�.D

�
C ; @D

�
C /:

We recall that D�
C

is the unit disk bundle in the fiber bundle over C on which the
Hessian of the Morse–Bott function is negative definite; see Theorem B.3 and the
subsequent discussion from Appendix B. Notice that here the choice of the coefficients
field Z2 prevents us from the problem of orientability of this bundle.
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This relative homology is zero: since the index of C is infinite, then both D�c and @D�c
retract on C (this follows from the fact that the infinite-dimensional sphere is con-
tractible).

We can conclude our proof by observing that even though we pass critical values
for �J , the homology remains the same of @�s

p until we get the whole �s
p .

Thus we see that, since �p is contractible, each of the Betti numbers bi.�
s
p/ (i > 0)

eventually vanishes as s !1. Despite this their sum can still grow: the smallest
i > 0 for which bi.�

s
p/¤ 0 will get bigger and bigger and the amount of topology can

increase as well: we are interested in understanding quantitatively this phenomenon.

4.2 Asymptotic Morse–Bott inequalities

Before giving an explicit bound to b.�s
p/, we will see what this bound would be if

we were to use Morse–Bott inequalities only. The Morse–Bott inequalities bound will
follow from the count of the number of critical manifolds with energy less than s . It
turns out that this bound is much worse than the actual one: in fact one has

Cardfcritical manifolds with energy less than sg DO.sl/

against the actual bound b.�s
p/DO.sl�1/ (this will be proved in the next section).

The following proposition will be fundamental for the sequel: essentially it allows us
to turn the direct limits arguments into a quantitative form. Roughly it says that the
wave numbers of the controls associated to the geodesics grow at most with the order
of their energy.

To deal with this idea, we introduce the following useful notation: for every L 2N we
define

T L :
D

M
k�L

Tk :

Proposition 19 For the generic choice of the Carnot group structure W � so.d/ and
the generic point p 2�2 there exists a constant cp > 0 such that for every geodesic
 2�p \fJ � sg, its associated control belongs to T bscpc .

In order to prove the previous proposition we first need the following lemma:

Lemma 20 For the generic choice of the Carnot group structure W � so.d/ and the
generic point p 2 �2 there exists a constant cp > 0 such that for every Lagrange
multiplier ! associated to p , the following inequality holds:

h!;pi

k!k
�

1

cp
:
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Remark 6 Let the quantity h!;pi=k!k be the cosine between ! and p times the
norm of p , the lemma says that the Lagrange multipliers for p are contained in a
convex acute cone in W .

The norm on the space of covectors .�2/� ŠW is the one induced by the inclusion
W ,! so.d/ where hX;Y i D Trace.X T Y /.

Before giving the proof of the lemma we show how it implies Proposition 19.

Proof of Proposition 19 Lemma 20 is equivalent to

k!k � cph!;pi:

The norm of !A 2W can be written in terms of its eigenvalues ˛1; : : : ; ˛s as

k!k D k!Ak D

q
2˛2

1
C � � �C 2˛2

s I

it follows that every eigenvalue of !A is smaller than the norm of !A. Since ! is a
Lagrange multiplier, if uD uk1

C� � �Cukl
then the kj are integer eigenvalues of i!A.

Since the energy of a geodesic u associated to ! is J.u/D h!;pi, we have

(16) kj � k!k � cph!;pi � cps:

This completes the proof.

Now we go back to the proof of Lemma 20.

Proof of Lemma 20 Suppose on the contrary that the constant bounding h!;pi=k!k
from below does not exist, so that we can find a sequence of Lagrange multipliers !n

such that, setting y!n
:
D !n=k!nk, the sequence y!n.p/! 0. Since the sequence y!n

is contained in S l�1 which is compact, we can assume (up to subsequences) that it
converges, with limit � such that h�;pi D 0 by hypothesis. Up to subsequences we
can also assume that every Lagrange multiplier !n has the same number of integer
eigenvalues (all distinct by Lemma 11), say � . For every Lagrange multiplier !n we
have the cone of the endpoints of the geodesics associated to !n ; the Lagrange multi-
plier !n is contained in the intersection of � hypersurfaces of matrices with constant
eigenvalue equal the imaginary integers ik1.n/; : : : ; ikr .n/. The direct sum E.!/

of the associated eigenvalues contains all the geodesics with Lagrange multiplier !
and q.E.!// is the cone spanned by the normal vectors to each of these � surfaces
(Lemma 12), where the normal vector has to be chosen with positive scalar product
with !n (since the energy is positive).
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Let us call lCj the normal vectors to the surfaces with eigenvalue equal to kj .n/ respec-
tively; up to subsequences again we can assume that every direction lCj .n/ converges
to some lCj . The point p is contained in the interior of every cone (Theorem 13) and
it can be written as p D

P�
jD1 cj .n/l

C
j .n/ with cj .n/ > 0 for every j and every n.

Since h�;pi D 0, we have

0D h�;pi D

�X
jD1

h�; lCj i D lim
n!1

�X
jD1

cj .n/hy!n; l
C
j .n/iI

the terms of the sum above must converge to 0 one by one because they are nonnegative.
Not every cj .n/ can converge to 0, otherwise p would be 0 as well. Therefore at least
one of the terms hy!n; l

C
j .n/i converges to 0; in the limit p is a linear combination of

directions lCj with j 2 I for a set of indexes I such that h�; lCj i D 0 for every j 2 I .

Now we are going to see what happens to Lagrange multipliers associated to direc-
tions lCj such that limn!1hy!n; l

C
j .n/i D 0. Let us take the smooth hypersurface

S˛ �W of the matrices with an eigenvalue equal to a given i˛ 2 iR and all the other
eigenvalues different from i˛ . Then we take a point !A 2 S˛ and we compute the
angle between !A and the normal vector to the surface S˛ at !A. The surface S˛
can be given as a zero locus of the real valued function s˛.�/

:
D det.�A� i˛1/ in

the even-dimensional case and i det.�A� i˛1/ in the odd-dimensional case (here for
simplicity we discuss the case d is even, but the proof for the odd-dimensional case is
analogous).

We may assume that the matrices A1; : : : ;Al form an orthonormal basis for W ;
moreover we can choose an orthonormal basis for � such that the matrix !A is
written in canonical form, ie !AD diag.˛J2; ˛2J2; : : : ; ˛d=2J2/. Now we compute
the differential of s˛ at !A:

.ds˛/!A D

dX
iD1;jD1

lX
kD1

@s˛
@mij

@mij

@�k
d�k D

dX
iD1;jD1

lX
kD1

adj.!A� i˛1/ij ak
ij d�k ;

where mij are the variables for the entries of the matrices, �k are the coordinates
on W given by the components of the covectors in .�2/� , adj.!A� i˛1/ij is the ij

entry of the adjugate matrix of !A� i˛1 and ak
ij are the entries of the matrix Ak .

The matrix !A� i˛1 takes the form

!A� i˛1D diag
��
�i˛ ˛

�˛ �i˛

�
;

�
�i˛ ˛2

�˛2 �i˛

�
; : : : ;

�
�i˛ ˛d=2

�˛d=2 �i˛

��
I
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setting ˇ :
D
Qd=2

iD2
.a2

i � a2/, the adjugate matrix is

adj.!A� i˛1/D diag
��
�i˛ˇ ˛ˇ

�˛ˇ �i˛ˇ

�
;

�
0 0

0 0

�
; : : : ;

�
0 0

0 0

��
;

and so we get
.ds˛/!A D 2˛ˇak

12 d�k :

Therefore we have

h.ds˛/!A; !Ai D 2˛ˇ!kak
12 D 2˛2ˇ:

Since the basis .A1; : : : ;Al/ is orthonormal for W and so is .d�1; : : : ; d�l/ for W � ,
the norm k.ds˛/!Ak is easily computed as

k.ds˛/!Ak D 2j˛ˇj

q
.a1

12
/2C � � �C .al

12
/2 D 2j˛ˇjka12k;

where a12
:
D .a1

12
; : : : ; al

12
/. Now we can compute the cosine of the angle � between !

and the normal to S˛ at !A:

cos � D h.ds˛/!A; !Ai

k.ds˛/!Akk!Ak
D

2˛2ˇ

2j˛ˇjka12kk!k
D˙

˛

ka12kk!k
:

Let us go back to the directions lCj such that h�; lCj iD limn!1hy!n; l
C
j .n/iD 0; recall

that the imaginary integers ikj .n/ are the eigenvalue corresponding to the eigenspaces
mapped on RlCj .n/. Notice that the constant ka12k in the previous computation
depends on the space W and on the basis we choose in order to put !A in canonical
form, but now the basis is a priori different for every !nA; indeed we have that
ka12k� kAk, where the norm kAk is the one induced by the norm on � on its exterior
algebra. It follows that

jhy!n; l
C
j .n/ij �

ˇ̌̌̌
˛i.n/

kAkk!nk

ˇ̌̌̌
;

and since the first term converges to 0, so does the second one.

Notice that the vectors lCj .c/, orthogonal to the surfaces with eigenvalue equal to ki.n/,
are orthogonal to the surfaces with eigenvalue equal to ki.n/=k!nk as well, since the
surfaces are the same up to homothety. The point p is a linear combination of the
directions lCj with j 2 I with the property that h�; lCj i D 0: these directions are the
images of the limit eigenspaces Ej .�/ of the sequences Ej . y!n/. Since their eigenvalues
are kj .n/=k!nk which converge to 0, the eigenvalues of the eigenspaces Ej .�/ for
j 2 I are 0. It follows that p belongs to the image by q of the kernel of !Q, which
means that p is a critical value for q , and this is absurd by hypothesis.
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We prove now the theorem that gives an upper bound for the number of critical manifolds
with energy bounded by s .

Theorem 21 For the generic choice of the Carnot group structure W � so.d/ and of
p 2�2 ,

Cardfcritical manifolds with energy less than sg DO.sl/:

Proof Let us start by considering the vector space Pl;d of real polynomials of degree d

in l variables. For every � D 1; : : : ; l we set f D .f1; : : : ; f�/ 2 P �
l;d

and

Y� D
˚
.f;V; !/ 2 P �

l;d �G.l � �; l/�Rl
ˇ̌

! 2Z.f /nSing.Z.f //;V D .T!Z.f //?;p 2 V
	
:

Since Y� is semialgebraic, we can consider the semialgebraic projection to the first
factor � W Y� ! P �

l;d
and stratify P �

l;d
D
`s

jD1 Pj such that � is semialgebraically
trivial over each stratum (see [4]). In particular since there are finitely many strata,
there exists a number ˇ� such that for every f 2 P �

l;d
,

b0.�
�1.f //� ˇ�

(only a finite number of fibers, up to semialgebraic homeomorphism, appear). In
particular, in the case when there are finitely many ! with normals V D .T!Z.f //?

containing p , this construction implies their number is bounded by ˇ� .

Consider now for every n 2N the polynomial fn 2 Pl;d defined by

fn.!/D id det.!A� i n1/

(the id factor has the only scope of turning fn into a real polynomial in the case d is
odd). We know from Lemma 11 that for the generic choice of W � so.d/ and p 2�2

each Lagrange multiplier belongs to some Z.fk1
; : : : ; fk� /, where � is the number of

positive integer eigenvalues of the matrix i!A. Now if uD u1C� � �Cu� is the control
associated to a geodesic with final point p and energy less than s , Proposition 19
implies

kj � scp for j D 1; : : : ; �

for a constant cp depending only on W and p .

Thus the way to get all possible Lagrange multipliers associated to geodesics ending
at p with energy less than s is by intersecting � of the hypersurfaces Z.fk/ for
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kD 1; : : : ; bscpc and �D 1; : : : ; l and considering the points in this intersection where
the normal space contains p . There are�

bscpc

�

�
DO.s/�

possible ways of choosing the hypersurfaces and the above argument implies each such
choice can contribute by at most ˇ� Lagrange multipliers.

In particular the set of Lagrange multipliers for p with energy less than s is bounded by

CardfLagrange multipliers ! such that !.p/� sg �

lX
�D1

O.s/� DO.sl/:

To each critical manifold with energy less than s there corresponds one and only one
Lagrange multiplier whose scalar product with p is less than s , hence the conclusion
follows.

As a corollary we derive now Morse–Bott inequalities; as already stated the following
bound will be improved in the next section.

Corollary 22 (Morse–Bott inequalities) For the generic choice of W � so.d/ and
of the point p 2�2 we have

b.�s
p/�

X
J .C!/�s

b.C!/DO.sl/:

Proof By Lemma 12 and Theorem 13 we know that each critical manifold is an
intersection of l quadrics in R2d (it is the preimage of p under qjE.!/ ): in particular
the possible homeomorphism types of such manifold are finite and there is a constant ˇ
such that b.C!/� ˇ for every critical manifold C! .

Since the sum
P

J .C /�s b.C / contains at most O.sl/ terms (by Theorem 21), the
conclusion follows from Morse–Bott inequalities (see Appendix B).

4.3 Asymptotic total Betti number

The aim of this section is to refine the bound for b.�s
p/ given in Corollary 22.

We start by proving some technical results.

Proposition 23 For the generic choice of W 2 so.d/ and the generic point p 2�2

we have: the critical manifolds of J on �p with Energy less than s coincide with
the critical manifolds of J restricted to �p \T bscpc ; their index is the same either if
they are considered critical manifolds for J or if they are considered critical manifolds
for J restricted to �p \T bscpc .
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Proof We have already proved that there exists a constant cp such that all the critical
points with energy less than s are contained in �p \T bscpc (Proposition 19); since
the spaces Tk are orthogonal with respect to both the quadratic maps J and q , the
critical points of J j�p\T bscpc are given by the same equations as for critical points
of J j�p

using the Lagrange multipliers rule.

Let ! be a Lagrange multiplier for p with energy less than s . The Hessian of the
energy J is hid�!Q � ; � i, so its eigenvalues are 1�˛i.!/=k with k 2N0 and ˛i.!/

eigenvalues of !A as usual. Therefore we have negative eigenvalues for every integer k

such that k < ˛i.!/ for at least one i ; since ˛i.!/� k!k, it follows from Lemma 20
(as in the proof of Proposition 19) that

k � k!k � cph!;pi � scp

with the same constant cp as in Proposition 19.

The next proposition tells that if we want to compute b.�s
p/ we can restrict ourselves

to the intersection with a finite-dimensional subspace of the form T L (and indeed we
have a quantitative control on the dimension).

Proposition 24 For a generic choice of W � so.d/ and of p 2 �2 there exists a
constant rp > 0 such that for every m 2N ,

�s
p deformation retracts to �s

p \T bsrpcCm:

In particular: H�.�
s
p/'H�.�

s
p \T bsrpcCm/.

Proof Given L 2 N we can define the function fL , “distance from T L ” in the
following way: Every u 2�s

p can be uniquely written as uD xuC v , where xu 2 T L

and v 2 .T L/? ; then we define fL.u/
:
D kvk2 . Assume that for a suitable L there

are no critical points for fL outside �s
p\T L and the function fL satisfies the Palais–

Smale condition: then we can retract the manifold f �1
L
.Œ0; s�/D�s

p on the sublevel
set f �1

L
.0/D�s

p \T L by Theorem B.2 (the function fL is bounded on y��p since
fL � J � s ). The manifolds we are considering have boundary, but we can apply
the argument above to �p \ fJ < s C ıg: it deformation retracts to �s

p again by
Theorem B.2 if we choose ı small enough not to have new critical values for the
Energy; we can indeed choose such ı small enough not to have new critical values
for fL as well.

We are now going to prove that fL satisfies the Palais–Smale condition and to find for
which L we are sure not to have critical points for fL in �s

p n .�
s
p \T L/.
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The gradient of the function fL at uD xuC v is 2v restricted to Tu�p : this means
that there exists � 2 .�2/� such that ruFL D 2v� 2�Qu. For every critical point u

for fL there exists � such that v� �QuD v� �Qv� �QxuD 0: since the space T L

and its orthogonal are invariant with respect to �Q we have the equivalent couple of
conditions

v D �Qv; �QxuD 0I

the first condition tells that v is a geodesic going somewhere, the second one tells
that q.xu/ is a critical value for q .

We need fL to satisfy the Palais–Smale condition: having the explicit expression of its
gradient rfL , we omit this verification whose proof is analogous to the one for J in
Theorem 14.

We are going to prove that there exists a constant rp such that if we take LD bsrpc

there are no critical points for fL in �s
p n .�

s
p \T L/.

Assume that such a constant does not exist: then for every term �n of a diverging
sequence of positive real numbers, we find sn > 0 and a critical point u.n/ for the
function fbsn�nc outside T b�nsnc with Energy less than sn . By hypothesis v.n/ 2
.T b�nsnnc/? so that its Fourier expansion is v.n/ D

P
k>�nsn

vk.n/. Recall that
P
:
DQjT1

; then we have

kq.v.n//k D

 X
k>�nsn

1
k
hPvk.n/; vk.n/i

� X
k>�nsn

1
k
kPkkuk.n/k

2

�
1

�nsn
kPkkv.n/k2

�
1

�nsn
kPksn D

kPk

�n
:

The last term of the chain of inequalities converges to zero; it follows that q.v.n//

goes to zero as well. Since p D q.xu.n//C q.v.n//, we get

lim
n!1

q.xu.n//D p;

and as we noticed before xu.n/ is a critical point for q . This means that we have a
sequence of critical values for q converging to p , which is impossible since we picked
our p into an open subset of regular values (ie p 2 �2n†1 ). We end the proof by
noticing that the condition for having critical points for fbrpsnc has to be verified on
every Tk separately (they are orthogonal and invariant with respect to Q): since there
are no critical points of fbrpsnc outside T brpsnc , there are no critical points of the same
function restricted to T brpsncCm (similarly to what happens to the critical points of J
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in Proposition 23) and it follows eventually that �s
p \T brpsncCm deformation retracts

onto �s
p \T brpsnc for every m 2N .

As a corollary we get the following interesting result, that controls the growth rate of
the index of the highest nonzero Betti number of �s

p .

Corollary 25 For a generic W � so.d/ and p 2�2 , there exists a constant rp > 0

such that
max

i
fi j bi.�

s
p/¤ 0g � 2dbrpsc:

Proof By Proposition 24 there exists cp > 0 such that H�.�
s
p/'H�.�

s
p \T bcpsc/.

In particular �s
p has the homology of a semialgebraic subset of R2dbcpsc (namely

�s
p \T bcpsc ) and its j th Betti number must be zero for j > 2dbcpsc.

Everything is now ready for the proof of the main theorem of this section.

Theorem 26 (Strong Morse–Bott inequalities) For the generic choice of W � so.d/

and of p 2�2 we have
b.�s

p/DO.sl�1/:

Proof First we know from Proposition 24 that there exists rp > 0 such that

b.�s
p/D b.�s

p \T brpsc/ for all s > 0 and m 2N :

It means that �s
p has the same Betti numbers as

fx 2 T brpsc
j q1.x/D p1; : : : ; ql.x/D plg\ fkxk

2
� 2sg:

Notice that the dimension of T brpsc is O.s/.

Let us consider the semialgebraic set (a level set of a quadratic map with l components)

X D fx 2 T brpsc
j q1.x/D p1; : : : ; ql.x/D plg

and � > 0 small enough such that X \f2s� � � kxk2 � 2sC �g deformation retracts
onto X (the existence of such � is guaranteed by semialgebraic triviality; see [4]). Let
also ADX \fkxk2 � 2sC � (which deformation retracts onto X \fkxk2 � 2sg and
B D X \ f2s � � � kxk2g. The Mayer–Vietoris exact sequence of the pair .A;B/
gives b.A/C b.B/� b.A\B/C b.A[B/, which implies

b.�s
p/D b.A/� b.A\B/C b.A[B/:
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Since A \ B deformation retracts onto X \ fkxk2 D 2sg, then it is defined by l

quadratic equations on a sphere of dimension dim.T brpsc/� 1DO.s/; on the other
hand X D A[B is given by l quadratic equations in a vector space of dimension
dim.T brpsc/DO.s/; hence by Proposition C.1 the total Betti numbers of these spaces
are bounded by

b.A\B/DO.sl�1/ and b.A[B/DO.sl�1/

and the conclusion follows.

4.4 A topological coarea formula

In this section we compute the first order asymptotic of b.�s
p/ in s , for the case l D 2.

It turns out that for a generic choice of the Carnot group structure W � so.d/ and
the point p 2�2 , the leading term is a real number and can be analytically computed
using only the data W D spanfA1;A2g.

Consider a unit circle S1�W . For a generic W the eigenvalues of !A are distinct and
differentiable almost everywhere (the set of matrices in so.d/ with multiple eigenvalues
is a cone with codimension 3, and the eigenvalues are semialgebraic functions of the
parameter ! 2 S1 ). Thus there exist semialgebraic functions j̨ W S

1!R such that
the j̨ .!/, for j D 1; : : : ; d , are the coefficients of the canonical form of !A. Given
p 2� we consider the rational functions �j W S

1!R[f1g given by

�j W ! 7!
ˇ̌̌

j̨ .!/

h!;pi

ˇ̌̌
for j D 1; : : : ; d:

Notice that when ! approaches p? these functions might explode; that is why they
are rational in ! . On the other hand they are semialgebraic and differentiable almost
everywhere and it makes sense to consider the integral

(17) �.p/
:
D

1

2

Z
S1

dX
jD1

j P�j .!/j �

ˇ̌̌̌ dX
jD1

P�j .!/

ˇ̌̌̌
d!:

The convergence of the integral follows from the fact that where the derivatives of
the �j explode, they all have the same sign and the integrand vanishes.

The next theorem proves that for a fixed p , as a function of s ,

b.�s
p/D �.p/sC o.s/ as s!1:

Theorem 27 If the corank l D 2, for a generic choice of W � so.d/ and p 2�2 we
have

lim
s!1

b.�s
p/

s
D �.p/:
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Proof In order to compute the asymptotic for b.�s
p/ for s!1 we use (4). In fact

we have seen that �s
p is homotopy equivalent to fv 2H j q.v/D p=s; kvk2 D 1g and

the latter can be rewritten asn
v 2H

ˇ̌̌
q.v/�

kvk2

s
p D 0

o
\S

where S is the infinite-dimensional sphere SDfkvk2D1g. In particular we can present
our set as the intersection of two quadrics in H on the unit sphere S ; thus we let i�s
denote the index function of the quadratic map q�pk �k2=s (we are using the notation
of Theorem C.2). In this setting the set P �S1 coincides with f! 2S1 j h!;pi<0g. In
fact if we let pD .p1;p2/, here the two quadrics we are considering are q1�p1k�k

2=s

and q2�p2k � k
2=s and for every ! the self-adjoint operator on H corresponding to

the quadratic form !q is !Q�!.p/1=s . In particular the spectrum of !Q�!.p/1=s

is obtained by translating the spectrum of !Q by h!;pi=s and since !Q is compact
and its spectrum is symmetric with respect to the origin, we see that in order to have
finitely many negative eigenvalues we need h!;pi< 0.

On the other hand the subspaces Tk are invariant by both !Q and h!;pi1=s , thus
the index function can be computed as

i�s .!/D
X
k�1

i�
�
!Q�

h!;pi

s
1jTk

�
D

X
k�1

i�
�
!Q0

k
�
h!;pi

s
1
�

D

dX
jD1

j
s j̨ .!/

h!;pi

k
D

dX
jD1

bs�j .!/c;

where in the second line we have used the fact that the spectrum of .!Q0/=k �

.h!;pi=s/1 is of the form . j̨ .!//=k � .h!;pi=s/. In the sequel we also identify
P � S1 with a subset of Œ0; 2�� in the standard way.

Denoting now by �.s/ the number of local maxima of i�s on P , we see that formula
(4) implies

(18) b.�s
p/D 2�.s/C 1� b0.P0/D 2�.s/CO.1/:

In fact, using the long exact sequence of the pair .PjC1;Pj /, we can rewrite

b0.PjC1;Pj /D b0.PjC1/� b0.Pj /C b1.PjC1;Pj /I

substituting these identities into b. y��p/D 1C
P

j�1 b0.PjC1;Pj /Cb1.PjC2;PjC1/

we get b. y��p/ D 1� b0.P0/C 2
P

j�1 b1.PjC1;Pj /. Since each local maximum
of i�� contributes by 1 to one of the b1.PjC1;Pj / and b.P0/� 1 (since P0 is convex),
then (18) follows.
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To compute the asymptotic of the number of maxima of i�� we introduce the following
auxiliary data. First we let � D

Pd
jD1�j .!/ and notice that this is a semialgebraic

function. In particular we can divide P into a finite number of intervals (arcs)

P D .!0; !1�[ Œ!1; !2�[ � � � [ Œ!m; !mC1�[ Œ!mC1; !mC2/

such that for every j ; k the functions j̨ as well as ˛ are monotone on .!k ; !kC1/.
Labeling Ik D Œ!k ; !kC1� we also see that each bs�jc is monotone on Ik . On the
other hand monotonicity of i�s is granted only where the signs of the derivatives of
the �j all agree. Since for the generic choice of p the functions j̨ do not vanish on
f!0; !mC2g (the orthogonal complement of p on S1 ), �j approaches infinity when
approaching !0 or !mC2 ; in particular i�s is monotone on I0 and ImC1 and has no
local maxima on them.

For every j 2 f1; : : : ;mg let us denote respectively by �j .s/ and �j .s/ the number of
local maxima of i�s on Ij and the number of subintervals of Ij where i�s is constant
(thus �j .s/ equals the number of “jumps” of the integer valued function i�s on Ij ).

For every interval Ij D Œ!j ; !jC1� we see that

ji�s .!jC1/� i�s .!j /j D �j .s/� 2�j .s/:

In particular summing all these equations and using the fact that i�s is monotone on I0

and ImC1 , combining with (18) we get

b.�s
p/

s
D 2

�.�/

s
CO.1=s/D 2

mX
jD1

�j .s/

s
CO.1=s/

D

mX
jD1

�j .s/

s
�

mX
jD1

ˇ̌̌ i�s .!jC1/�i�s .!j /

s

ˇ̌̌
CO.1=s/:

Now we notice that as s!1, the function i�s =s converges uniformly to �; thus,

lim
s!1

mX
jD1

ˇ̌̌ i�s .!jC1/�i�s .!j /

s

ˇ̌̌
CO.1=s/D

mX
jD1

j�.!jC1/��.!j /j(19)

D

Z !mC1

!1

j P�.!/j d!:

It remains to evaluate lims

P
j �j .s/=s . To this end, we let � i

j .s/ be the number of
jumps of bs�i=c on the interval Ij . We notice that

� i
j .s/D

dX
iD1

� i
j .s/CO.1/I
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in fact i�s jumps exactly when one of the bs�jc jumps and these function all jump at
different points (except for the points where two eigenvalues are in resonance, but these
are in finite number bounded independently of s ); we also notice that each function
bs�ic=s converges uniformly to �i . Thus we get

lim
s!1

mX
jD1

�j .s/

s
D lim

s!1

mX
jD1

� dX
iD1

� i
j .s/

s

�
(20)

D lim
s!1

mX
jD1

� dX
iD1

ˇ̌̌
bs�i.!jC1/c

s
�
bs�i.!j /c

s

ˇ̌̌�

D

mX
jD1

� dX
iD1

j�i.!jC1/��i.!j /j

�

D

mX
jD1

Z !jC1

!j

� dX
iD1

j P�i.!/j

�
d!

D

Z !mC1

!1

� dX
iD1

j P�i.!/j

�
d!:

Combining (19) and (20) we finally get

lim
s!1

b.�s
p/

s
D

Z !mC1

!1

dX
iD1

j P�i.!/j�

ˇ̌̌̌ dX
iD1

P�i.!/

ˇ̌̌̌
d!D

Z
P

dX
iD1

j P�i.!/j�

ˇ̌̌̌ dX
iD1

P�i.!/

ˇ̌̌̌
d!;

where the last identity follows from the fact that on I0 and ImC1 the two functionsPd
iD1j
P�i.!/j and

ˇ̌Pd
iD1
P�i.!/

ˇ̌
are equal. The limit of the statement simply follows

by noticing ˛i.!/D ˛i.�!/ (ie the positive eigenvalues of i!A are � –periodic).

As a corollary we get the following result: it says that the topology of the set of
paths reaching the point �p with energy J � 1 explodes; in particular the number of
geodesics gets unbounded as well.

Corollary 28 For a generic choice of W � so.d/ and the point p 2�2 ,

lim
�!0

b.��p \fJ � 1g/D1:

Proof First notice that ��p \fJ � 1g is homeomorphic to �p \fJ � 1=�g; thus we
can apply the above theorem.
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In order to prove the limit it is enough to show that for the generic choice of W and p

the integral �.p/ is not zero. Since the integrand function is always nonnegative, it is
enough to prove it does not vanish identically. Pick two distinct eigenvalues (functions),
say i˛1 and i˛2 , for the family f!Ag!2S1 . Since these functions are continuous
semialgebraic, i˛1 has a maximum point x! and we can assume this is not a critical
point for ˛2 also (this is a generic condition). Then in a neighborhood of x! the
derivatives of the corresponding �1 and �2 have different signs and the integrand is
nonzero.

We conclude the section with an example where the topological coarea formula can be
computed directly.

Example 3 (Commuting matrices, corank l D 2) Let us fix the corank l D 2. If the
matrices A1 and A2 commute, they can be written simultaneously in their canonical
form

Ai D diag.vi
1J2; : : : ; v

i
k ; 0h/;

where as usual J2 is the 2 � 2 symplectic matrix and 0h is the h � h zero matrix
(possibly with hD 0. Setting vj

:
D .v1

j ; v
2
j / and given ! 2 R2� , the eigenvalues of

the matrix !A are ˙h!; vj i. Now we pick a generic p 2�2 : having parametrized
by t the unit circle in R2� , the functions we need in order to compute �.p/ are
�j .t/

:
D jh!.t/; vj i=h!.t/;pij, their derivatives being

P�j .t/D
sgn.h!.t/; vj i/
sgn.h!.t/;pi/

�
h P!.t/; vj ih!.t/;pi � h!.t/; vj ih P!.t/;pi

h!.t/;pi2
:

Since the curve !.t/ is the arc length parametrization of the unit circle, for every t the
covectors !.t/; P!.t/ form an orthonormal basis for .�2/� ; it follows that the term

mj
:
D h P!.t/; vj ih!.t/;pi � h!.t/; vj ih P!.t/;pi

is the determinant of the matrix  
p1 a1

j

p2 a2
j

!
which does not depend on t . Since the functions �j are periodic by � , we can modify
the formula (17) by integrating on the semicircle fh!.t/;pi> 0g and eliminating the
coefficient of 1

2
before the integral sign.

These two remarks allow us to simplify the expression of P�.t/:

P�j .t/D sgn.h!.t/; vj i/ �
mj

h!.t/;pi2
:
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Now, in order to have the term �.p/ > 0, the integrand of

�.p/D

Z
h!.t/;pi>0

dX
jD1

j P�j .!/j �

ˇ̌̌̌ dX
jD1

P�j .!/

ˇ̌̌̌
d!

D

Z
h!.t/;pi>0

1

h!.t/;pi2
�

� dX
iD1

jmj j �

ˇ̌̌̌ dX
iD1

sgn.h!.t/; vj i/ mj

ˇ̌̌̌�
d!

must be strictly positive somewhere. This happens if and only if there exist i and j such
that for some t0 the terms sgn.h!.t0/; vii/mi and sgn.h!.t0/; vj i/mj have opposite
sign. If mi �mj > 0 we must have t0 such that sgn.h!.t/; vii/ � sgn.h!.t/; vj i/ < 0: if
such a t0 does not exist, we have sgn.h!.t/; vii/ � sgn.h!.t/; vj i/ > 0 for all t such
that h!.t/;pi> 0, meaning that vi is proportional to vj ; a similar argument holds if
mi �mj < 0.

In order to have �.p/D 0 the only possibility is that every vi is proportional to every
other vj , which is equivalent to saying that A1 and A2 are proportional: this implies
that dim�2� dim�D 1 which contradicts the hypothesis.

Appendix A: Stratifications of so.d/

Here we construct a useful stratification of so.d/, generalizing the results of Boscain
and Gauthier [5, Appendix]; for general results on stratifications and semialgebraic sets
the reader is referred to [4].

We are interested in studying the dimensions of the semialgebraic sets with generalized
eigenvalues of given multiplicities and with given dimension of the kernel. Every
skew-symmetric matrix A can be written in its canonical form as a block matrix, with
blocks on the diagonal of the form

˛J2 D

�
0 ˛

�˛ 0

�
;

(J2 being the canonical symplectic matrix in so.2/) and a 0–block of the dimension
of the kernel. By generalized eigenvalues we mean the entries like ˛ .

We introduce the set
�kjm1;:::;mr

� so.d/

defined to be the set of skew-symmetric matrices in so.d/ with dimension of the
kernel equal to k and multiplicities of the generalized eigenvalues m1; : : : ;mr (with
m1 �m2 � � � � �mr ).
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By acting with SO.d/ on a matrix A 2 �kjm1;:::;mr
with eigenvalues ˛1; : : : ; ˛r

(corresponding to the ordered multiplicities), we can put it in the form

diag.˛1J2m1
; : : : ; ˛r J2mr

; 0k/:

Let us look at the stabilizer SO.d/A of A: first of all it has to fix every eigenspace
of A, since eigenspaces with different eigenvalues are orthogonal. On the kernel K

the stabilizer is the restriction of SO.d/ on K , ie a copy of SO.k/; on the eigenspace
with eigenvalue ˛i the restriction of SO.d/ is a copy of SO.2mi/, but the stabilizer
has to fix the symplectic matrix; it follows that the stabilizer acts as a copy of

SO.2mi/\Sp.2mi/D U.mi/;

where J2n is the symplectic matrix in R2n and 0k is the nullmatrix on Rk .

Now it is possible to compute the codimension of the orbit Ad.SO.d//A of A by the
adjoint action Ad of SO.d/ on so.d/ with known stabilizer:

codim Ad.SO.d//AD dim so.d/� dim Ad.SO.d//A

D dim so.d/� dim SO.d/C dim SO.d/A D dim SO.d/A:

We know that the stabilizer SO.d/A is

SO.d/A D SO.k/�U.m1/� � � � �U.mr /;

and its dimension is

dim SO.d/A D
k.k�1/

2
C

rX
iD1

m2
i :

Let us now consider the eigenvalues ˛i : as long as they are distinct (so they preserve
their multiplicities) they are smooth functions of the matrices; see Kato [10]. On the
set �kjm1;:::;mr

this condition holds true (by definition), hence we have a smooth map

 W �kjm1;:::;mr
!Rr

given by A 7! .˛i/. This map is indeed a submersion on the open subset O of vectors
in Rr with distinct entries. The fibers of the map  are the orbits of the adjoint
action and they are diffeomorphic to a fixed manifold SO.d/=SO.d/A ; in particular
�kjm1;:::;mr

is a fiber bundle over O with fibers diffeomorphic to SO.d/=SO.d/A .
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Now we can compute the codimension of �kjm1;:::;mr
in so.d/:

codimso.d/ �kjm1;:::;mr
D codimso.d/ Ad.SO.d//A� r

D
k.k�1/

2
� r C

rX
iD1

m2
i D

k.k�1/

2
C

rX
iD1

.m2
i � 1/:

Since we are interested in the matrices with integer eigenvalues, we will need to
stratify �kjm1;:::;mr

in infinite semialgebraic sets with given integer eigenvalues. Take
EnD .n1; : : : ; nr / 2Nr with nonnegative entries such that all the nonzero entries are
distinct. Then by �kjm1;:::;mr jEn

we will mean the stratum in �kjm1;:::;mr
with the

eigenvalue of multiplicity mi equal to ini if and only if ni > 0. The eigenvalues
corresponding to zero entries of En vary in R. Since by fixing an eigenvalue we drop
the dimension of the stratum by 1, we have the following:

Proposition A.1 Given En 2 Nr with the properties described above and with �

nonzero entries, the submanifold �kjm1;:::;mr jEn
has codimension � in �kjm1;:::;mr

, thus
its codimension in the set of all matrices so.d/ is

codimso.d/�kjm1;:::;mr jEn
D

k.k�1/

2
C

rX
iD1

.�2
i � 1/C �:

Appendix B: Morse–Bott functions

In this section we give a short review of Morse–Bott theory; the interested reader is
referred to the original paper by Bott [6] and to the books [11] and by Chang [8] for
more details (especially for the infinite-dimensional case).

We recall that a function f W X !R on the Hilbert manifold X is called a Morse–Bott
function if:

(1) The critical set is the disjoint union of compact smooth manifolds.

(2) If x is a critical point of the critical manifold C then ker Hexf D TxC .

(3) For every sequence fxkg on X such that f .xk/ is bounded and krfxk
k! 0,

then the sequence fxkg has limit points and every limit point is critical for f .

Condition (3) is usually referred to as Palais–Smale condition and is automatically
satisfied in the finite-dimensional case. The smooth manifolds of critical points are
called nondegenerate critical manifolds; notice that admitting only zero-dimensional
critical manifolds we get classical Morse functions.
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The second condition is equivalent to the nondegeneracy of the Hessian on the normal
space NxC for x 2C . The index of the critical manifold C is defined as the maximum
of the dimensions of subspaces V �NxC where the Hessian is negative-definite; since
the Hessian is nondegenerate in the all normal bundles, this number does not depend
on the point x 2 C and it is denoted by ind.C /.

Under this assumption it is still possible to describe what happens to the topology of
the sublevels X c :

D f �1.�1; c/ of the Morse–Bott function f by increasing c .

Let us consider a Morse–Bott function f W X!R together with a Riemannian metric g

on X (the choice of g is only a technical convenience and in fact the following results
do not depend on it). The first fundamental theorem of Morse theory describe how the
sublevels (do not) change when c increases without passing critical values:

Theorem B.1 Let us assume that the smooth function f W X ! R is a Morse–Bott
function on X . If the interval Œa; b� � R does not contain critical values, X b is
diffeomorphic to X a .

Roughly speaking X b is deformed to X a along the integral curves of the gradient
flow rf . Moreover if we let a be a critical value for the Morse–Bott function f
the sublevels are not diffeomorphic to one another anymore, but still there exists a
deformation.

Theorem B.2 If f W X !R is a C 1 function satisfying the Palais–Smale condition
and .a; b� � R does not contain critical values, X a is a strong deformation retract
of X b .

For the proof see [8, Lemma 3.2 in Chapter 1].

It only remains to recall what happens when we pass a critical value for a Morse–Bott
function. Given a critical manifold C we restrict the tangent bundle TX to C and
consider the subbundle

E�C D fdirections where the Hessian of the function f is negative-definiteg

together with the unit disk bundle D�
C
�E�

C
. With this notation the following theorem

generalizes the classical one (the statement we present here is actually the one in [11]).

Theorem B.3 (Bott) Let f W X!R be a Morse–Bott function, and let c be a critical
value. For ı > 0 sufficiently small the sublevel X cCı DX \ff � cC�g is homotopic
to the sublevel X c�� with the unit disk bundle D�

C
glued along the boundary.
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Since in our setting we consider homology with Z2 coefficients, it follows from the
Thom isomorphism that

H�.X
cCı;X c�ı/'H�.D

�
C ; @D

�
C /;

where in the last equation we allow the critical manifold C to be nonconnected, in
which case we actually have a disjoint union of different bundles (with possibly different
rank, corresponding to the possibly different indexes of the components of C ).

Moreover we can state Morse–Bott inequalities in terms of the Poincaré polynomial
of X s and Morse (Bott) polynomial of f , which is defined by

M s
f .t/D

X
fC jf .C /�sg

PC .t/t
ind.C /;

where the sum is taken amongst the critical manifolds C contained in ff � sg;
evaluations of this sum at t D 1 give the following.

Proposition B.4 (Morse–Bott inequalities) We have

b.X s/�
X

fC jf .C /�sg

b.C /:

Appendix C: Cohomology of the intersection of real quadrics

In this section we present useful results from the authors [3; 12; 13] for the study of the
Betti numbers of the intersection of real quadrics on the sphere Sn . The motivating
example is the case of the zero locus Y of one single nondegenerate quadratic form q

on the sphere Sn : if i�.q/ denotes the negative inertia index of q , then

Y ' S i�.q/�1
�Sn�i�.q/:

In particular we see that the knowledge of the index function on the whole line spanned
by q in the space of all quadratic forms determines the topology (since by nondegeneracy
n� i�.q/D i�.�q/� 1).

More generally if we have l quadratic forms q1; : : : ; ql in nC 1 variables, then we
consider the function � 7! i�.�q/; in the generic case this function is the restriction of
the negative inertia index function to the span of q1; : : : ; ql in the space of all quadratic
forms. Although the general theory is more detailed, for our purposes we need explicit
computations only in the case l D 2 and in the general case it will suffice to have
quantitative bounds on the topology of

Y D fx 2 Sn
j q1.x/D � � � D ql.x/D 0g:
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In the case l D 2 we consider a unit circle S1 in R2 and the restriction i�jS1 ; also
for j � 0 we let

Pj D f� 2 S1
j i�.�q/� j g:

The following formula (1) is proved in [13] and relates the Betti numbers of Y to the
topology of the sets Pj ; we denote by zbj .Y / the rank of zH j .Y IZ2/. The general
bound (2) for the topology of Y in the case l � 2 is proved in [12]. The reader is
referred to [3; 12; 13] for more details.

Proposition C.1 If Y is the intersection of two quadrics on the sphere Sn and
0� j � n� 3, then

(1) zbj .Y /D zbn�j�1.S
n
nY /D b0.PjC1;Pj /C b1.PjC2;PjC1/:

Moreover if Y is defined by l � 2 quadratic equations on Sn , on RPn or in Rn , then

(2) b.Y /�O.n/l�1:

It is possible to apply the above technique also in the case Y is the intersection of
quadrics on the unit sphere in some (infinite-dimensional) Hilbert space H . The
main differences for this infinite-dimensional case are the following: Y must be
nonsingular; {bi denotes the rank of the i th Čech cohomology group; the negative
inertia index might be infinite for some � 2 S1 , but these � are already excluded by
the condition i�.�/� j <1. With these modifications we have the following result
from the first author [1]; formula (4) is the analogue of (1), but the condition that H is
infinite-dimensional allows to remove the restriction on the range for j .

Theorem C.2 Let q1; : : : ; ql be continuous quadratic forms on the Hilbert space H

and Y be their (nondegenerate) common zero locus on the unit sphere. Then

(3) H�.Y /D lim
��!
V 2F
fH�.Y \V /g;

where F denotes the family of all finite-dimensional subspace of H . Moreover in the
case l D 2,

(4) zbj .Y /D {b0.PjC1;Pj /C {b1.PjC2;PjC1/:

Sketch of proof Since Y is assumed to be nonsingular, then it has a tubular neigh-
borhood U in H and H�.Y / ' H�.U /. In particular every singular chain in U is
homotopic to one whose image is contained in a finite-dimensional subspace and (3)
follows. To prove (4) we fix a j � 0; then using (1) we have

zbj .Y \V /D b0.PjC1.V /;Pj .V //C b1.PjC2.V /;PjC1.V //;
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where V � H is a sufficiently big finite-dimensional subspace (the condition re-
quired on the dimension is dim.V /� 3� j ) and Pj .V /D f� 2 S1 j i�.�qjV /� j g.
Now the sets fPj .V /gV 2F are also partially ordered by inclusion: if V1 � V2 , then
Pj .V2/�Pj .V1/. It is not difficult to show that under the isomorphism zHj .Y \V /'

H 0.PjC1.V /;Pj .V //˚H 1.PjC2.V /;PjC1.V // the inclusion morphism on the ho-
mology Hj .Y \V1/!Hj .Y \V2/ is induced by the restriction morphism (see [1]):M

iD0;1

H i.PjCiC1.V1/;PjCi.V1//!
M

iD0;1

H i.PjCiC1.V2/;PjCi.V2//:

Since the sets fPj .V /gV 2F are Euclidean neighborhood retracts (being semialgebraic
sets), then by the continuity property of Čech cohomology,

zH�.Y /D lim
 ��
V 2F
fH�.PjC1.V /;Pj .V //g D {H

�

�\
V 2F

PjC1.V /;
\

V 2F

Pj .V /

�
:

Finally Pj equals by construction
T

V 2F Pj .V / and the conclusion follows.
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